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Abstract
The inherent interface sensitivity of the second harmonic generation (SHG)
setup developed and realized in the framework of this thesis is successfully utilized to investigate functionalized surfaces and functional thin layers, viz. photochromic azobenzene and fulgimide self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and
the electron donor/acceptor (D/A) heterojunction C60 /P3HT. Applying light
as an external stimulus and observing the induced changes in the interfacial
non-linear optical (NLO) response, the switching state of the photochromic
interfaces is read out via the isomerization-correlated static charge reallocation. Moreover, the ultrafast charge transfer (CT) across the D/A interface is
monitored with time-resolved SHG on a femtosecond timescale.
En route towards innovative photonic and optoelectronic data processing
and transmitting microelectronic components and data storage devices, photochromic interfaces exhibiting reversibly controllable NLO properties inhere
intriguing potential. The strategy of anchoring fulgimide and azobenzene chromophores via SAMs to metallic and semiconducting substrates, respectively,
results in substantial NLO contrasts. Polarization-resolved SHG measurements
enable to identify a correlation of these NLO responses to conjugation and
orientation of the π -electron system and hence reveal information on the chromophore alignment. In case of the fulgimide system, density functional theory
as well as correlated wavefunction method calculations conrm these results.
In addition, the NLO contrast depends on a precise balance of chromophorefunctionalized and unmodied spacer chains. A progressing inability to photoisomerize sets in at intermediate azobenzene packing densities. The successful
chromophoresubstrate decoupling is furthermore reected in large isomerization cross-sections and results in thermal stability at ambient conditions.
The C60 /P3HT heterojunction is investigated regarding the dynamics and
energetics of the ultrafast charge transfer across the D/A interface. Reducing
the complexity of this prototypal system to a single, well-dened D/A interface enables a maximized exploitation of the interface sensitivity of the SHG
probe and hence an unambiguous understanding of the fundamental CT mechanisms. The formation and subsequent thermalization of `hot excitons' in the
donor occurs on an ultrafast timescale. However, in the presence of the acceptor the charge transfer is identied as the dominating relaxation mechanism.
Most remarkably, the yield of the CT process is revealed to correlate with the
excitation wavelength. It increases with the amount of excess energy.
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Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde ein experimenteller Aufbau entwickelt und
realisiert, welcher die intrinsische Grenzächensensitivität des nichtlinear optischen (NLO) Eekts der Frequenzverdopplung (engl. second harmonic generation, SHG) ausnutzt, um funktionalisierte Oberächen und funktionale
Dünnschichten zu untersuchen. Im Speziellen wurde der Schaltzustand selbstorganisierter Monolagen (engl. self-assembled monolayers, SAMs) photochromer Azobenzole und Fulgimide erfolgreich ausgelesen und der Ladungstransfer
(engl. charge transfer, CT) in der Elektronen-Donor/Akzeptor Heterostruktur
(D/A) C60 /P3HT konnte auf der Femtosekundenzeitskala beobachtet werden.
Hinsichtlich innovativer photonischer und optoelektronischer datenverarbeitender und -übermittelnder Mikroelektronik und Datenspeichermodule, bieten photochrome Oberächen mit reversibel einstellbaren NLO Eigenschaften groÿes Potential. Die Anbindung photochromer Fulgimide und Azobenzole
über SAMs an metallische beziehungsweise halbleitende Substrate, führt zu einer ezienten, lichtinduzierten Schaltbarkeit zwischen Zuständen mit substanziellen NLO Kontrasten. Polarisationtsaufgelöste SHG-Messungen ermöglichen
die Identikation eines Zusammenhangs zwischen den NLO Eigenschaften und
dem Grad der Konjugation und der Orientierung des π -Elektronensystems und
liefern damit Informationen über die Ausrichtung der Chromophore. Für die
Fulgimide werden diese Ergebnisse von Dichtefunktional- und Strörungstheorie
bestätigt. Des Weiteren hängt der NLO Kontrast von einem präzisen Verhältnis
zwischen Chromophorfunktionalisierten und als Abstandhalter fungierenden
Molekülen ab. Beginnend bei mittleren Packungsdichten wird eine zunehmende Unfähigkeit der Azobenzole zu isomerisieren beobachtet.
Die C60 /P3HT-Heterostruktur wird hinsichtlich Dynamik und Energetik des
ultraschnellen Ladungstransfers an der D/A-Grenzäche untersucht. Die Reduzierung der Komplexität dieses prototypischen Systems zu einer einzelnen,
wohldenierten D/A-Grenzäche maximiert zum Einen den Nutzen der intrinsischen SHG-Grenzächensensitivität. Zum Anderen wird ein eindeutiges
Verständnis der zugrundeliegenden CT-Mechanismen ermöglicht. Im Donor
wird die ultraschnelle Entstehung und anschlieÿende Thermalisierung `heiÿer
Exzitonen' beobachtet. In Gegenwart des Akzeptors wird zusätzlich ein CTZustand identiziert, welcher für das D/A-System den dominierenden Relaxationsmechanismus darstellt. Bemerkenswert ist dabei die Korrelation zwischen
steigender CT-Ausbeute und der überschüssigen Anregungsenergie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Second Harmonic Generation
The rst reported observation of second harmonic generation (SHG) eect in
non-linear optical materials was in 1961 [1]. It was enabled by the realization
of pulsed ruby lasers [2] which provided the necessary monochromaticity and
electric eld strengths. Actual implementations as an experimental technique
capable of detecting less than a monolayer of surface adsorbed molecules [3]
date back to the mid-eighties of the last century [4]. Since then, the method
has proven to be a versatile probe for surface and interface studies [5]. SHG
probes the non-linear optical properties of a medium described by the susceptibility tensor of second order χ(2) [6]. The intrinsic interface sensitivity of
this experimental method derives from the quadratic dependency of the SHG
signal on the strong electric eld of the probing (femtosecond) laser pulse: for
homogeneous samples only the symmetry breaking interfaces contribute to the
SHG signal [7]. This circumstance can be exploited experimentally for the
investigation of functionalized surfaces and functional thin lms by triggering
the respective functionality via applying an external stimulus and monitoring
the induced changes. As the χ(2) tensor correlates to the electronic structure of the system, these `induced changes' in principle span any alteration of
the interfacial electron density, both static [811] and dynamic [1215] as for
the photochromic interfaces and charge transfer processes investigated in the
framework of this thesis, respectively.
Other established spectroscopic surface sensitive probes as two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy (2PPE) [16], Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) [17],
high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [18], normal incidence x-ray standing wave (NIXSW) [19], scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy (STM/STS) [20, 21], only to name a few, oer dierent advantages for the investigation of surfaces. However, the common disadvantage in comparison to SHG relates to the detection of electrons which (a)
demands for conducting substrates to avoid charging the sample (b) generally renders buried interfaces like donor/acceptor heterojunctions inaccessible
if the top layer thickness exceeds a few monolayers due to the limited electron
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escape depth and (c) requires to work under (ultra high) vacuum conditions,
although the latter is in the case STM/STS only true if substantial cooling is
desired. Light-detecting experimental probes like attenuated total reection
(ATR) [22], photoluminescence and transient absorption spectroscopy (PL,
TA) [23], etc. are usually either not time-resolved or not explicitly interface
sensitive, respectively. Spectroscopic probes using non-linear optical eects of
second order, viz. SHG and sum-frequency generation (SFG), can be utilized
for the time-resolved investigation of samples under standard pressure conditions and excluding interfering bulk contributions to the signal on the one
hand but with access to buried interfaces [24] on the other hand.
The versatility of the SHG probe reects in the diversity of conducted investigations and examined systems. The surface sensitivity in general and the
sub-monolayer resolution in particular have for instance been demonstrated in
experiments as dierent as the thermally induced surface reconstructions of
silicon [25], the determination of the orientation of organic molecules at the
air/water interface [26] or the oxidation and reduction of a silver surface [27].
The applicability to buried interfaces has also been exploited to gain structural information on metalsemiconductor [28, 29] and magnetic multilayer
interfaces [3032]. The structural sensitivity of polarization- [33, 34] or rarely
angle-resolved [35] SHG experiments has been demonstrated to even extend to
the determination of the smoothness of surfaces and interfaces. The derivation
of structural information is often facilitated in conjunction with spectroscopic
SHG by tuning into resonances of either the fundamental or the second harmonic wavelength as for instance demonstrated for organic dye adlayers [36] as
well as dierently modied silicon substrates [37, 38]. Spectroscopic SHG has
also been applied to probe excitonic transitions in molecules relevant to organic
photovoltaics as C60 [39, 40]. Moreover, the conjunction with time-resolved
SHG (TR-SHG) allows to monitor the dynamics of explicitly addressed excited
states [12, 41]. TR-SHG proves particularly useful also for the investigation of
organic [14, 15] and inorganic [13] charge transfer heterojunctions. The reason
is the signicant electric eld enhancement of the TR-SHG signal amplitude
arising from the charge transfer across a well dened donor/acceptor interface
known as electric eld enhanced second harmonic generation (EFISH) [42,43].
This eect of eld amplication has also been reported to occur when probing the junction between sample and a biased gold tip [44] which might lead
to the intriguing concept of an SHG setup with nanometer spatial resolution.
Finally, several groups report on large SHG amplitude contrasts between the
dierent photostationary states of interfaces functionalized with photochromic
molecules as azobenzenes immobilized in polymers and Langmuir lms [911].
In the framework of this thesis an experimental SHG setup based on nearinfrared and wavelength-tunable visible lasers has been developed and realized.
The inherent interface sensitivity as well as the temporal, spatial and energetic
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resolution of time- and polarization-resolved and spectroscopic SHG, respectively, enabled the successful investigation of functionalized surfaces and functional thin layers, viz. photochromic fulgimide and azobenzene self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) and the electron donor/acceptor (D/A) heterojunction
C60 /P3HT.

Photochromic Interfaces
The importance of the interface sensitivity of the experimental probe becomes
obvious when considering emerging innovative approaches in ubiquitous hightech research elds, in which the underlying device functionality no longer
derives from bulk material properties but from functionalized interfaces. The
motivation for exploring novel design principles for data processing and transmitting microelectronic components and data storage devices, for instance, is
the limitation of the device performance optimization via top-down miniaturization of smallest functional units. These arise from quantum mechanical
phenomena governing the already approached nanoscale [45]. For example
a further development of usually silicon-processed, transistor-based electronic
components is practically limited by the feasibility of progressing the miniaturization of the transistor itself. This is due to the leakage currents at small
gate lengths which leads to considerable excess heat development and power
consumption already for the present transistor architecture [46]. While basically the same argument holds for the increase of the storage density of
semiconductor-based data storage devices, the size reduction of single memory blocks in current magnetic and optical devices is limited by their thermal
stability [47] and readout ability [48], respectively.
Among the most intriguing alternatives to the top-down approach is the
targeted exploitation of quantum mechanical phenomena for which the consideration of topological insulators for spintronic devices [4951] is an example. Likewise, the bottom-up device fabrication out of surfaces-immobilized
single functional molecules is a promising concept. For instance the combination of molecular switches providing (light-induced) reversibly controllable
electrical conductance over several orders of magnitude [52] with (semi-) conducting, surface-synthesized nanostructures [5356] and molecular `wires' [57]
might lead to electronics based on molecular transistors. Furthermore, various
molecular switches have been used for the construction of three-dimensional
optical data storage devices, written and read out by means of (non-linear) optical methods [48, 58, 59] or as all-optical logic signal processing units [60, 61].
Equally intriguing are molecular switches with reversibly controllable nonlinear optical (NLO) properties [6267]. These might lead to the development
of novel photonic and optoelectronic devices [6870] for which the applicability
of NLO switches as cation sensors is one example [71, 72].
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However, exploiting the photochromic properties of molecular switches requires a successful immobilization strategy rst of all regarding the preservation of the switching ability and second concerning a ne-tuning of the
characteristics of the photochromic interface. Various general approaches exist. These range from physisorption [73, 74] to the incorporation of the chromophores into polymers [75, 76], Langmuir monolayers [10, 11] or LangmuirBlodgett-lms [77, 78] as well as to the chemical attachment to self-assembled
monolayers [79, 80], all of which oer dierent advantages and disadvantages.
Polymers containing stereoisomeric chromophores like azobenzene undergo
mechanic deformations upon isomerization and exhibit relatively low isomerization speed [81] which renders these materials inappropriate for applications
in for instance optical data storage devices. However, the inducible macroscopic changes enable surface pattern writing which is for example utilized to
photofabricate surface relief gratings [82]. Also, a photoswitching of the wettability [83] or of the magnetization [84] of azobenzene-functionalized LangmuirBlodgett-lms was demonstrated, albeit in both cases accompanied by a certain fatigue in the reversibility.
A lesson learned in following the physisorption strategy is that the photoisomerization ability of an immobilized molecular switch cannot only be preserved but also get `restored'. The preservation in this context relates to an
isomerization driven by an intramolecular transition following a direct photonexcitation which has only rarely been reported to be operational [85,86], albeit
never bi-directional and wavelength-selective. Besides a possible steric hindrance of the isomerization-correlated nuclei motion due to the presence of the
surface, the main reason for a quenched photoisomerization ability is a strong
electronic adsorbatesubstrate interaction and the according de-excitation of
the photochromic unit prior to completion of the isomerization [87]. Nevertheless, this interaction is also exploitable as the example of the prototypal
molecular switch azobenzene adsorbed on Au(111) illustrates. For the unsubstituted molecule, the photoswitching is inactive but it gets restored by
adding bulky spacer groups. Interestingly, not via the expected geometric
decoupling, as the molecule bends [88] and the photochromically active backbone [89, 90] is not lifted in comparison to azobenzene [91]. Rather the alteration of the energetic alignment of substrate- and adsorbate-derived electronic
states [92] restores the photoisomerization ability. The switching of the corresponding derivative TBA (3,3',5,5'-tetra-tert -butyl-azobenzene) is driven by a
positive ion resonance, i.e., a substrate-mediated excitation mechanism [93,94].
This example, like the correlated negative ion resonance observed for another
azobenzene on bismuth [56], emphasizes the importance of precisely ne-tuning
the adsorbatesubstrate interaction [87].
The molecular switches investigated within the framework of this thesis,
namely a fulgimide and azobenzene, were immobilized via attachment to self-
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assembled monolayers on the technologically relevant metallic and semiconducting surfaces gold and silicon, respectively. Following this strategy, welldened and well-ordered interfaces are obtained which are accordingly ideally
suited to be investigated in an SHG experiment. In both cases, the decoupling
between substrate and adsorbate is successful and the reversible control over
the respective switching states is demonstrated. The large observed NLO contrast between the respective photostationary states (PSSs) is a result of the
dierence in the degrees in conjugation and orientation of the π -electron system
read out via the second order susceptibility reecting the interfacial electron
density in both cases. For the fulgimide SAM the degree in electronic conjugation of the π -system is signicantly reduced in the ring-opening reaction
and vice versa, while for the azobenzene SAM the π -system is geometrically
rearranged in the trans ↔ cis isomerization. These characteristics render the
here investigated photochromic interfaces relevant for possible future applications especially in novel photonic and optoelectronic devices [5863, 6872].
The combination of the reversibly controllable interfacial non-linear optical response and the photochromic functionalization of a gold and a silicon substrate,
both being of major relevance for today's microelectronics, might constitute a
link from present to future photonic and optoelectronic devices.
The fulgimide-functionalized SAM on the silicon surface is switched between
two PSSs which dier by the respective isomer composition. While illumination with UV light establishes a `closed-PSS' enriched with closed fulgimides
(C), visible light triggers the ring-opening reaction and the corresponding
`open-PSS' solely consists of a mixture of the open trans - (E) and cis -forms
(Z) [80]. As the degree in electronic conjugation is signicantly higher for the
extended four-ring π -system of the closed fulgimide, a substantial NLO contrast is expected. A fully reversible SHG signal amplitude change of 17 ± 6 %
is indeed observed, when alternately illuminating the fulgimide-functionalized
surface with visible and UV light, and attributed to switching between the
two at room temperature thermally stable PSSs. Cross-sections on the order
of 10−18 cm−2 are determined for both reaction paths. These are four orders
of magnitude larger in comparison to the surface-mediated isomerization of
TBA/Au(111) on the one hand [94] and of comparable magnitude as found for
other azobenzene SAMs with larger linker systems on the other hand [95, 96]
which indicates a successful decoupling strategy and hence an intramolecular
photoexcitation mechanism. Finally, the components of the interfacial second
order susceptibility tensor χ(2) are accessed in polarization-resolved SHG measurements and compared to the molecular rst order hyperpolarizabilities (i.e.,
the molecular equivalent of the second order non-linear susceptibility [26, 97])
of the fulgimide isomers. These were obtained with density functional theory
as well as correlated wavefunction method calculations. The expected orientation of the closed fulgimide almost perpendicular to the surface [80] is in
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agreement with both, an observed dominating NLO response and a large calculated hyperpolarizability in that direction. Furthermore, the calculated overall
hyperpolarizabilities of both open forms are signicantly smaller in comparison to the closed fulgimide due to the lower degree in electronic conjugation.
This ts well to the observed pronounced SHG signal amplitude decrease in
the ring-opening reaction and vice versa.
For the azobenzene containing SAMs on gold, a large interfacial second
order non-linear susceptibility is expected if the thermally stable [98] trans azobenzenes are well-aligned with their two phenyl-rings forming a π -electron
system perpendicular to the surface. A signicant NLO contrast is accordingly expected if a PSS predominantly containing bent cis -isomers can be
established which appears to be a matter of the spacing between the chromophores [99104]. A pronounced change in the SHG signal amplitude of
19 ± 3 % is indeed observed, when the azobenzene SAM constituting a mixture
of 75 % chromophore-functionalized alkyl chains and 25 % unmodied linkers
is alternately illuminated with visible and UV light. The reversibly addressable
NLO response levels are assigned to the trans - and cis -PSSs. Interestingly, a
thermal stability of the cis -PSS is solely observed if certain requirements are
fullled and appears to depend on the environmental conditions, viz. the presence of ambient water. Switching cross-sections on the order of 10−18 cm−2 for
both isomerization paths indicate a successful decoupling strategy and hence
an intramolecular photoexcitation mechanism as concluded for the fulgimide
SAM. The expected chromophore alignment parallel to the surface normal is
conrmed in polarization-resolved SHG measurements. The SHG signal amplitude sensitive to the non-linear susceptibility perpendicular to the surface is
three order of magnitude larger than the ones measured for other polarization
settings. Accordingly, the trans → cis isomerization reduces the NLO response
perpendicular to the interface while the parallel non-linear susceptibility for
the bent cis -isomer increases. By varying the ratio of chromophore-modied
alkyl chains to empty linkers between 10 ± 5 and 95 ± 5, the inuence of the
packing density on the photoisomerization ability is investigated. The NLO
contrast at low chromophore concentration is reduced due to the lower number
of contributing chromophores possibly assisted by a disordering eect. The difference in the SHG responses at highest packing density is signicantly lowered
due to steric hindrance [104] or excitonic coupling [102, 103, 105]. However, a
broad high-contrast plateau at 30-75 % chromophore density is observed.

Ultrafast Charge Transfer Processes
The above mentioned importance of the interface sensitivity of an experimental
probe does not only relate to functionalized surfaces, but also to the interfaces
of adjacent functional thin layers for instance in organic photovoltaic devices
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(OPVs). Their basic functionality is provided by interfacing thin layers of (electron) donor and acceptor materials to form the heterojunction across which
charge transfer and eventually charge separation occur [106108]. The desired
advantages from the usually solution processed or evaporation deposited functional thin layers in comparison to bulk-derived construction principles are
low-cost production, mechanical exibility and weight-reduction [109, 110].
For the investigation of these systems, also the temporal resolution of the
SHG setup on the order of 50 fs is essential. For instance singlet ssion (SF),
a process in which the Shockley-Queisser-limit [111] is exceeded by splitting
a single above-bandgap excitation into two or more electronhole pairs prior
to thermalization [112116] constitutes an illustrative example for ultrafast
dynamics in organic molecules. In pentacene, a multiple exciton state originating from SF has been found not only to get populated on a sup-picosecond
timescale, but also to get depopulated into a spin-triplet state already within
this short timeframe [14]. Another example is the currently controversially
discussed topic of the involvement of so-called `hot excitons', i.e., the necessity of excess energy from above-bandgap excitation for an ecient charge
transfer (CT) and charge separation (CS) process at D/A interfaces. Some
groups report on a crucial role of hot excitons: (1) for the population of charge
transfer states [117], (2) to overcome the poorly screened Coulomb barrier in
organic semiconductors and to avoid trapping in relaxed CT ground states
localized at the interface [15] and (3) to enhance the probability of charge dissociation out of delocalized CT states [118]. It has also been demonstrated
via wavefunction-based ab initio calculations that the delocalization accompanying the high energetic excitation [117] is accountable for the stabilization
of the CT state at the D/A interface [119]. Contrary, no excess energy was
found to be needed for the ultrafast charge separation into band-like acceptor
states beyond the necessary energy to avoid trapping in the Coulomb potential
in blends of fullerenes with small molecules and polymers, respectively [120].
Furthermore, no correlation between the excitation energy and the external
quantum eciency (EQE) of a variety of OPV model systems has been found
in recent extensive studies [121, 122]. These contradicting results emphasize
the necessity for a better understanding of the light-to-current conversion processes in organic photovoltaics.
By investigating prototypal materials for organic solar cells, namely the organic semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and the electron
acceptor C60 , this work aims to contribute to the fundamental understanding
of the ultrafast charge transfer across the donor/acceptor interface. SHG is
especially well suited for this purpose since it combines the necessary temporal resolution with the intrinsic sensitivity to the interface across which
the charge transfer occurs. The choice for the P3HT/C60 layered D/A structure instead of the commonly used P3HT:PCBM bulk-heterojunction, i.e., a
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blend of P3HT and phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester [107, 110, 123125],
reduces the complexity of the system to a single, well-dened interface. The
expected absence of diusion of the not-soluble C60 into the donor layer is
veried via polarization-resolved SHG measurements sensitive to the structure of the interface. The photoinduced dynamics at the D/A interface of this
model system can be expected to be very similar to those in P3HT:PCBM
blends in which phase-separation results in the formation of donor and acceptor domains [126, 127]. Regarding the charge transfer dynamics, the interface
of the model heterojunction investigated in the framework of this thesis thus
corresponds to the domain boundaries in the blended materials.
The rst step in developing an understanding of the dynamics at the investigated D/A interface is to study the pristine P3HT and C60 samples. For the
donor, a pronounced pump-induced change in the TR-SHG signal amplitude
is observed which returns to the initial level within a few picoseconds. Concerning the initial excitation in P3HT, apparently a consensus exists, that it
can be attributed to singlet excitons [128133]. Regarding the subsequent dynamics, time-constants as short as these are rarely associated with (geminate)
exciton recombination [128, 133] or the formation of interchain polarons [132],
whereas the excitation and subsequent thermalization of hot excitons is the
more reasonable explanation for the observed NLO response. This assignment
is in agreement with the theoretically expected and experimentally observed
signicant delocalization of not-thermalized excitons [117, 119, 130, 134, 135]
and the assumed inuence on the non-linear susceptibility of the surrounding system [136, 137]. Interestingly, the de-excitation exhibits a bi-exponential
behavior. By varying the pump beam wavelength, the involvement of two
polymer-derived bands S1 and the energetically higher S2 is deduced. In contrast, the pump-induced TR-SHG signal amplitude change observed for pristine C60 remains constant within the 20 ps time window of the measurement.
As triplet excitons are energetically inaccessible at the applied wavelength and
singlet excitations are optically dipole-forbidden in C60 [39], the assignment to
the excitation of charged polarons [138140] is most reasonable for the acceptor
layer dynamics.
The TR-SHG data of the D/A sample resembles the dynamics observed for
pristine P3HT for short delays up to 350 fs which indicates the initial population and the beginning localization of hot excitons in the donor layer. Thereafter, the signal amplitude decreases again instead of proceeding to return to
the initial level. These dynamics indicate the delayed population of an interface
derived state out of the initial hot exciton population. In accordance, the pronounced TR-SHG contrast at large delays is attributed to a eld enhancement
induced by charge transfer. Interestingly, solely the thermalization channel
associated with the S1 band is still observed for the D/A sample, while the
ultrafast forming CT state appears to be directly populated out of the energet-
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ically higher S2 band prior to de-excitation. Additional spectroscopic TR-SHG
measurements conducted by varying the excitation wavelength reveal that a
charge transfer out of the S1 band is also operative. However, the process gets
signicantly enhanced if sucient excess excitation energy is available, to additionally involve the S2 band. Most remarkably, the CT yield correlates with
the excitation wavelength and increases with the amount of excess energy. It
has to be kept in mind, however, that an increased charge transfer yield does
not necessarily result in an increased charge generation yield, as recent studies
revealed no correlation between the excitation energy and the quantum yield
for charge separation in a variety of OPV model systems [121, 122]. However,
this central result suggests that an increased performance of OPVs might be
achievable by realizing both, a high CT yield out of a hot exciton population
as demonstrated here and an ecient charge separation.

Structure of this Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter two the SHG experiment is
introduced. The chosen level of detail is provided to impart the knowledge
necessary to operate the SHG setup developed and realized within the framework of this thesis. The chapter starts with a theoretical overview on non-linear
optics in section 2.1. The experimental setup is described in section 2.2, regarding (a) the laser setup, i.e., in- and out-coupling and modication of the
laser pulses, (b) the home-built experimental chamber, (c) light detection and
signal processing and (d) data processing routines. The experimental procedures are described in section 2.3.
The topic of chapter three is the NLO response of photochromic interfaces.
It starts with an overview on the isomerization and ring-opening/ring-closure
reactions of photochromic azobenzenes and fulgimides, respectively, and on
surface immobilization strategies as well as the sample preparation of the SAMs
investigated in the framework of this thesis in section 3.1. The reversible photoswitching of a fulgimide-functionalized SAM is the topic of section 3.2, with
focus on (a) the NLO contrast and the interfacial molecular alignment as well
as reversibility, thermal stability and eciency of the ring-opening/ring-closure
processes and (b) the additional theoretical modeling of the NLO contrast by
means of density functional theory and correlated wavefunction method calculations. The results regarding the reversible photoisomerization of azobenzenefunctionalized SAMs are outlined in section 3.3, regarding (a) the NLO contrast, (b) reversibility, thermal stability and eciency of the isomerization
processes, (c) the interfacial molecular alignment and (d) a correlation of the
chromophore packing density and the isomerization ability.
The topic of chapter four is the ultrafast charge transfer across the C60 /
P3HT interface. This part of the thesis starts with an introduction on charge
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carrier dynamics in organic photovoltaics and an overview on sample preparation in section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The TR-SHG results obtained for
the pristine P3HT and C60 samples are illustrated in section 4.3. The CT dynamics at the C60 /P3HT D/A interface are the subject of section 4.4. Finally,
the results concerning the CT yield investigated by means of excitation energy
resolved SHG measurements are presented in section 4.5.
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The SHG Experiment
SHG probes the second order non-linear optical properties of a medium described by the susceptibility tensor χ(2) . The quadratic dependency of the SHG
signal on the strong electric eld of a probing femtosecond laser pulse results
in an intrinsic interface and surface sensitivity of this experimental method:
for homogeneous samples only the symmetry breaking interfaces contribute to
the SHG signal [3, 5, 6]. The theoretical background of non-linear optics is
outlined in section 2.1.
The inherent interface sensitivity can be exploited experimentally for the investigation of functional surfaces by triggering the respective functionality via
applying an external stimulus and monitoring the induced changes. As the χ(2)
tensor reects the electronic structure of the system, these `induced changes'
in principle span any alteration of the interfacial electron density, ranging from
the static charge rearrangement in the fulgimide ring-opening/ring-closure isomerization and the dierences in the π -system orientation between the trans and cis -photostationary states of an azobenzene-functionalized self-assembled
monolayer to the dynamic charge redistribution in donor and acceptor materials for organic photovoltaics due to the pump-induced excitation of electron
hole pairs (excitons) and the subsequent charge transfer across the D/A interface, respectively. Two dierent SHG experiments are conducted in the
framework of this thesis as outlined in section 2.3. First, time-resolved second
harmonic generation (section 2.3.1) in which a pump pulse excites electron
hole pairs and the temporal evolution of an exciton population is subsequently
investigated by varying the femtosecond time delay between pump and probe
pulse which results in a temporal resolution on the order of 50 fs, i.e., close to
the Fourier-transform-limit. Second, illumination experiments (section 2.3.2)
in which the switching state of a surface is read out by alternately illuminating
the sample using of cw-diodes and probing the respective interfacial non-linear
optical response. Monitoring the overall switching state reveals system parameters as reversibility and thermal stability, while the isomerization kinetics
allow to deduce the respective switching cross-sections. In both cases additional geometric information are obtainable by applying polarization-resolved
SHG (section 2.3.3), i.e., by varying the polarization of the detected, the probe
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and if appropriate the pump beam, respectively, to selectively probe χ(2) tensor
elements. Finally, by tuning the wavelength of the pump beam, spectroscopic
SHG (section 2.3.4) measurements are feasible which for example allows for
the determination of the energetic position of electronic states.
The accordingly arising technical requirements to conduct these experiments
are the topic of section 2.2. This part on the experimental setup is subdivided
into three sections. (1) In-coupling of the probe (and pump) laser beam(s)
and modication regarding pointing, power, temporal compression (and overlap), polarization and wavelength, as well as guidance of the out-coupled laser
pulses, primarily regarding the separation of the SHG signal from residual
pump-, probe beams and illumination photons are outlined in section 2.2.1.
(2) Mounting of the sample under protective conditions regarding atmosphere
and interfering external light sources but allowing for in- and out-coupling of
the laser beams, sample illumination and adjustment and optical verication
of spatial overlaps is the topic of section 2.2.2. (3) Detection and analysis of
the SHG signal and data procession are outlined in sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4,
respectively.

2.1. Theory: Non-linear Optics
According to Maxwell's equations, a medium exposed to an external electric
eld gets polarized, i.e., the electrons are displaced with respect to their cores
and themselves become sources of the overall electric eld E which satises
Gauss' law:

∇E =

1
1
· ρ = (ρf − ∇P),
0
0

(2.1)

where ρ = ρf + ρb is the sum of free and bound charges (i.e., permanent and
induced dipoles) and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The macroscopic dielectric
polarization of a medium P is for small electric elds E given by:

P = 0 χE.

(2.2)

The linear response of the material is thus described by the electric susceptibility χ which in general is a tensor of second order. If the strength of the
external electric eld is not neglectable in comparison to the atomic Coulomb
eld, the electron elongation becomes anharmonic and the proportionality between the dielectric polarization and the polarizing electric eld is invalid. This
is the case for the femtosecond laser pulses applied in the experiments regarding the framework of this thesis. These reach peak intensities on the order of
V
which is according to Coulomb's law on the order of one per mill of the
108 m
interatomic electric elds. In this case, P is expanded in terms of E:
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Pi = 0 ·

X

(1)

χij · Ej +

j

X

(2)

χijk · Ej Ek +

jk

X


(3)
χijkl · Ej Ek El + · · · .

(2.3)

jkl

χ(2) and χ(3) are the non-linear susceptibilities of second and third order, respectively. The second order non-linear response of a medium to the presence
of two laser beams modeled as a plain wave with frequencies ω1 and ω2
E = E1 · e−iω1 t + E2 · e−iω2 t + c.c.,

(2.4)

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugated, can be evaluated for the simplied
(2)
example of an isotropic medium (i.e., χijk = χ(2) δijk ):


(2)
(2)
2
−i2ω1 t
2
−i2ω2 t
Pi /(0 · χ ) = E1,i · e
+ E2,i · e
+ c.c.


+ 2 E1,i E2,i · e−i(ω1 +ω2 )t + c.c.


(2.5)
+ 2 E1,i E2,i · e−i(ω1 −ω2 )t + c.c.


2
2
+ 2 E1,i + E2,i .
These four terms correspond to the second order non-linear eects of second
harmonic generation, sum frequency generation, dierence frequency generation (DFG) and electro-optical rectication (EOR), respectively. While in
SHG, SFG and DFG laser pulses with frequencies 2ω1,2 , ω1 + ω2 and ω1 − ω2
are emitted, respectively [141], the EOR creates a DC eld with the duration
of the excitation. The latter eect can therefore be used to create THz radiation out of a sub-picosecond excitation [142, 143]. By writing down the vector
equation for the second order dielectric polarization
(2.6)

P(2) = 0 χ(2) EE,

a special property of second order non-linear eects becomes immediately evident: for systems invariant under inversion symmetry, the χ(2) tensor has
to vanish as otherwise equation 2.6 could for non-vanishing electric elds not
be fullled. As a consequence, experimental methods exploiting second order
non-linear eects as the SHG setup realized in the framework of this thesis
are inherently sensitive to surfaces and interfaces as these break the inversion
symmetry [5]. In this context, the average inversion symmetry with regard to
the wavelength of the probing laser beam is sucient [144]. Of the complete
material response at frequency 2ω [43]:
(2)

(2)

(Q)

P(2) (2ω) = Pbulk (2ω) + Psurface (2ω) + Pbulk (2ω)
(2)

(2)

(Q)

= χbulk (2ω)EE + χsurface (2ω)EE + χbulk (2ω)E∇E,
13

(2.7)
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the surface dipole term is the only remaining, if the bulk dipole term vanishes
due to the mentioned symmetry reasons and the bulk quadrupole term is neglectable. The latter approximation is not generally justied but can usually
be applied for thin functional layers investigated in reection symmetry as discussed for example in [13, 145, 146] and references therein. The approximation
(2)
is surely valid and the dominance of the Psurface is term accordingly veried, if
observed induced changes in the non-linear susceptibility are: (a) substantial
in magnitude and (b) unambiguously attributable to changes in the interfacial electron density. This requirement is for example fullled for well-dened
photochromic interfaces with large switching-induced NLO contrast or layered
structures for which the respective functionality (e.g., charge carrier dynamics)
is only observed perpendicular, i.e., not parallel to the interfaces. Therefore,
the susceptibility χ(2) referred to in the remainder of this thesis represents
(2)
the `second order non-linear surface dipole susceptibility': χ(2) ≡ χsurface . The
measured SHG intensity accordingly becomes:

ISHG (2ω) ∝ |P(2) (2ω)|2
∝ |χ(2) E(ω)E(ω)|2


= |χ(2) |2 + χ(2)∗ ∆χ(2) + χ(2) ∆χ(2)∗ + |∆χ(2) |2 I 2 (ω)

(2.8)

≈ I0 (2ω) + ∆Iind (2ω, ∆χ(2) ),
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugated. Here, an induced change
in the second order non-linear susceptibility ∆χ(2) is introduced. In the last
calculation step of equation 2.8 this change is assumed to be small in comparison to the steady state susceptibility which results in an approximately
linear correlation between the measured SHG intensity ISHG (2ω) and the induced susceptibility change ∆χ(2) . As the latter in turn is proportional to
the number of switched chromophores or the amount of excited electronhole
pairs, important system characteristics as the conversion cross-sections (chapter three) and the relative excitation density (chapter four) can be derived,
respectively.
In addition to the three-wave-mixing processes described by equations 2.7
and 2.8, one four-wave-mixing phenomenon arising from the third order nonlinear dielectric polarization is important in the framework of this thesis,
namely electric eld enhanced second harmonic generation (EFISH) [42, 43].
Although this process should prima facie only negligibly contribute to an overall signal as χ(i) >> χ(j) , j > i holds for the non-linear susceptibilities, the
EFISH signal becomes important when (a) the involved electric eld is strong
compared to the probing laser peak intensities and (b) the bulk inversion symmetry is broken by the polarizing DC eld. The EFISH contribution is of
relevance in the case of charge transfer across a donor/acceptor heterojunction
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which leads to the formation of an interfacial electric eld E DC and accordingly
alters the non-linear response at the SHG frequency 2ω [13]:

PNL (2ω) = P(2) (2ω) + PEFISH (2ω).

(2.9)

The generated second harmonic eld

E(2ω) = E(2) (2ω) + EEFISH (2ω)
∝ χ(2) E(ω)E(ω) + χ(3) E(ω)E(ω)EDC (0),

(2.10)

leads to the detected intensity

I(2ω) = |E(2) (2ω) + EEFISH (2ω)|2
≈ I(2ω, E DC = 0) + α[χ(2)∗ χ(3) + χ(2) χ(3)∗ ]I 2 (ω)E DC ,

(2.11)

where α is a constant, χ(i)∗ denotes the complex conjugated of χ(i) and a third
term quadratic in χ(3) is already neglected due to χ(2) >> χ(3) . Therefore, the
SHG signal amplitude change arising from the charge transfer is proportional
to the interfacial electric eld and in the plate capacitor approximation E DC =
2Q/A0 r also to the amount of transferred charge Q [13].
Finally, although not relevant for the investigation of surfaces by means of
second order non-linear eects exploiting the inherent interfacial sensitivity,
`phase matching' is of particular importance for tunable femtosecond lasers
as outlined in section 2.2.1. In equation 2.4 the position dependence of the
electric elds are omitted. When the above described plain wave

Eα = Eα · e−i(kα x+ωα t) + c.c.,

(2.12)

with the wave vector kkα k = ωα n(ωα )/c, where n and c are the refractive
index and the speed of light, respectively, travels through a non-linear, noncentrosymmetric medium, waves with kγ = kα ±kβ are generated at each point
in space which partially annihilate due to the dispersion relation n = n(ωα ).
This destructive interference can be avoided by using birefringent crystals as
for instance potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) [147]. In these materials
the refractive index n = n(ωα , ξ) depends on the crystal orientation ξ and
usually exhibits one axis of extraordinary refractivity. Accordingly, the crystal
can be oriented to fulll the phase matching condition for which the dierently
polarized fundamental and non-linear waves experience equal velocities [148].

2.2. Experimental Setup
The topic of this section is the technical implementation of the SHG experiment, regarding the femtosecond laser setup (section 2.2.1), the experimental
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Figure 2.1. (A) Illustration of the laser setup utilized for generation and

modication of the 800 nm probe beam (red) and the visible pump beam
(orange). (B) Schematic representation of in-coupling of pump and probe
beam and cw-illumination, as well as out-coupling, modication and detection
of the 400 nm second harmonic beam (blue) and signal processing. (Mechano-)
optics not relevant in the framework of this thesis omitted for clarity. Labeled
elements are explained in the text. Schemes not according to scale.
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chamber (section 2.2.2), light detection and signal processing (section 2.2.3)
and data processing (section 2.2.4). An overview on the experimental setup is
given in gure 2.1.

2.2.1. Laser Setup
A 300 kHz regenerative amplier (Coherent RegA 9050) pumped by a Nd:YAG
frequency doubled cw-laser (Coherent Verdi V18) and seeded by a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire oscillator (Coherent Mira 900B) produces pulses of around 50 fs duration centered at the fundamental wavelength of 800 nm with a spectral width
of around 30 nm. In comparison to the oscillator output, this temporal pulse
compression is reduced in the amplication process primarily due to inevitable
bandwidth losses in pulse-stretching and -compression needed to avoid laserinduced damage to the RegA optics. Nevertheless, the increase in pulse power
from around 3 nJ for the 80 MHz oscillator pulse train to the approximately
6 µJ RegA output is essential to enable both, the second harmonic generation
probe process and the non-linear conversions in the wavelength tunable pump
pulse generation, simultaneously. The latter is done by means of an optical
parametric amplier (Coherent OPA 9850). Through super-continuum and difference frequency generation processes, this device converts the major part of
the fundamental beam to near-IR wavelengths between 1050 nm and 1350 nm.
The output is subsequently frequency doubled by phase-matched bulk second harmonic generation to visible light of wavelengths between 652 nm and
575 nm in the framework of this thesis. The achievable pulse energies depend
on the selected wavelength and are on the order of 80 nJ per pulse. In order
to avoid beam damage to the organic samples, it is reduced to below 30 nJ per
pulse by de-tuning the focus for the frequency doubling process. The pump
beam is pre- and re-compressed by adding negative second order dispersion
by means of a pair of highly dispersive prisms (Thorlabs AFS-FS). For rough
adjustment, an auxiliary beam path is available which allows for optimizing
the temporal compression by means of the yield of another frequency doubling
process.
By combining a Glan Thomson polarizer (Thorlabs GTH10M-B) with an
achromatic half-wave plate (Thorlabs AHWP10M-980) the probe beam pulse
energy is set to values between 100 nJ and 300 nJ, i.e., suciently low to avoid
beam damage to the organic samples. The pulses are compressed by means
of a second pair of highly dispersive prisms (Thorlabs AFS-SF10) ne-tuned
to maximize the SHG signal from the sample. This additional modication
of the temporal beam prole is necessary as the grid-compressor of the RegA
needs to be set to maximize the eciency of the DFG process for the pump
beam generation which has a signicant oset in comparison to the probe beam
dispersion mostly due to the additional polarizer in the 800 nm beam line.
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Figure 2.2. Transmittance of the available long- (top) and bandpass lters

(center) as well as reectivity of the dichroic mirrors (bottom) at the experimentally relevant wavelengths. The fundamental and SHG wavelengths are
indicated in red and blue, respectively.

A variable temporal delay between the two beam lines is introduced by
means of a piezo driven automatic stage (PI M-505.4DG). The 100 mm free
path of the stage allows for the introduction of up to 667 ps total delay in step
sizes of approximately 0.11 fs. Mismatches in the temporal overlap of up to
±0.3 µs can therefore directly be accounted for by searching for the sum frequency generation signal at a highly non-linear GaAs (gallium arsenide, Wafer
Technology, undoped single crystal, orientation (100)±0.1◦ , polished) reference
sample (section 2.3.1). For larger temporal osets, an auxiliary beam path of
equal length is available at which both beams are focused onto a photodiode
(Thorlabs DET110). Thus searching for the temporal overlap on microsecond timescales by means of an oscilloscope is enabled (LeCroy Waverunner,
0.05 ns resolution). As a home-built non-collinear optical parametric amplier
(NOPA), which covers a dierent spectral range (480 nm to 600 nm) in com-
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parison to the IR-OPA, also is in temporal overlap with the probe beam, the
delay stage is incorporated to vary the probe beam path length. SHG signal
instabilities originating from stage motion are not observed despite thoroughly
conducted investigations.
Two half-wave plates (Thorlabs AHWP10M-600, AHWP10M-980) are used
to vary the pump and probe beam polarization, respectively. The polarization of the SHG signal is read out by means of a half-wave plate (Thorlabs
AHWP10M-600) in combination with a polarizer (B. Halle PRQ).
Pump and probe beam are focused onto the sample using two N-BK7 biconvex lenses (Thorlabs LB1391-A and -B, respectively). The focal lengths of
400 mm allow for a focal diameter of up to 200 µm. The focus is set by means of
manual delay stages to maximize the SHG signal and to pump an area slightly
larger than the probed spot, respectively. Both beams travel through a longpass colored glass lter (Thorlabs FGL435L) immediately before reaching the
sample which cuts o undesired wavelengths shorter than 435 nm, i.e., close
to the SHG wavelength of 400 nm.
The fundamental and the SHG beam are separated by means of a dichroic
mirror (Thorlabs DMLP505) through which the residual 800 nm beam is transmitted and subsequently detected using a photodiode (Thorlabs SM1PD1A, Si:
350 nm  1100 nm) to measure the linear reectivity of the sample (vide infra ).
The dichroic mirror reects the 400 nm SHG pulses towards the monochromator. The pump beam does not reach the monochromator, as it is impinging
under a small angle with respect to the sample surface normal, while the probe
beam passes the sample horizontally. In addition, sets of colored glass lters
are applied as even stray light is often signicantly more intense than the SHG
signal. The available lters, band-passes and dichroic mirrors are depicted in
gure 2.2. For the experiments conducted in the framework of this thesis a
set of the following three lters has been used: FGS900, FGB25 and FGB37.
The SHG beam is re-collimated (Thorlabs LB1391-A) and focused into the
monochromator using an N-BK7 bi-convex lens with a focal length of 150 mm
(Thorlabs LB4965-A), thus matching the distance between entrance slit and
monochromator grid.
Three monochromatic diodes which emit at 530 nm (Thorlabs M530L2),
445 nm (Newport LQN445-50C) and 365 nm (Thorlabs M365L2) are available
for illumination experiments. Home-built, automatized shutters can be incorporated to sequentially control pump and probe beam and the illumination
diodes.

2.2.2. Experimental Chamber
Protection of sample and monochromator against external light sources is ensured by means of a box built from anodized aluminum rods, PVC plates
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Figure 2.3. Schematic side view (A) and photographs (B, C) of the home-

built experimental chamber. Three manual delay stages enable sample positioning. Exchanging the sample is accomplished by removing the top cover.
The whole chamber can be unscrewed at the `chamber-z'-connector for sample
mounting inside of a glove box. A VCR and an ISO-KF ange allow to establish an inert gas atmosphere. Three view ports allow for simultaneous laser inand out-coupling as well as illumination or microscope based observation.
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and reproof fabric. The home-built experimental chamber is depicted in
gure 2.3. Drawings of the prime functional components are shown in gures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. The chamber was designed to fulll the
following purposes. (1) The sample position needs to be controllable on all
three axes. (2) Besides the accessibility for the laser beams, the possibility for
simultaneous illumination or microscope based sample observation is required.
(3) To avoid the exposure of the organic samples primarily to oxygen and
water, the sample needs to be mounted under protective gas atmosphere. (4)
The possibility to quickly switch samples is desired. (5) Mounting two samples
simultaneously enables direct referencing and simplies the determination of
time zero, i.e., the time delay setting at which pump and probe pulse trains
are in temporal overlap (section 2.3.1).
Three manual delay stages (Standa 7T67-25) allow sample positioning with a
precision of one micrometer within a range of 25 mm, which corresponds to the
dimensions of the sample back plate (vide infra ). The sample is mounted under
an angle of 45◦ with respect to the incident laser beams. The possibility of
controlling of the sample position on both axes which span the laser beam plane
accordingly renders a readjustment of the outgoing beam path subsequent to
sample repositioning unnecessary.
The windows for laser in- and out-coupling are made of optically polished,
3.0 mm thick CaF2 (Korth CaF2 -UV) which is transparent between 130 nm
and 1200 nm. The experimental chamber dimensioning is strongly restricted
by the demand for a third view port through which the sample is not only accessible by the monochromatic diodes in illumination experiments as depicted
in gure 2.4A. The central window is also used for the rough adjustment of
the laser spot overlap in pumpprobe experiments (while the ne adjustment
is done by optimizing the SFG signal, section 2.3.1). The restriction arises
from the 95 mm working distance of the trinocular stereo microscope (LOMO
SF-100T) through which the laser spot overlap on the sample is monitored
via the diusely scattered part of the laser light. Figure 2.6B shows the laser
beams out of overlap on a GaAs reference sample captured by means of a CCD
camera (The Imaging Source DMK 21AU04) connected to the microscope.
Preventing the exposure of the samples to air is necessary for the investigation of most organic samples. It is for example known that P3HT:PCBM
based organic solar cells degrade upon oxygen [149] and water exposure [150]
and that the resulting loss in charge carrier mobility reduces the OPV eciency [151]. To establish an inert gas atmosphere (nitrogen, purity `5.0'),
a DN 16 ISO-KF and a 6LV-4-VCR-3S-6MTB7 (with SS-4-VCR-1 counter)
ange are available as shown in gure 2.5A. 2.0 mm thick nitrile butadiene
rubber O-ring seals (Rei O-Ring NBR 70) are used in 1.6 mm and 1.3 mm
deep utes on both sides of each window and for the removable top cover, respectively (cf. gures 2.4B and 2.5B, respectively), to seal the welded stainless
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Figure 2.4. (A) Top view of the experimental chamber including laser and

illumination view lines to the sample shown in red and blue, respectively. The
prime design issue is the simultaneous sample accessibility by either probe
beam and a cw-diode or by pump and probe beams in TR-SHG experiments.
The latter restricts the distance between sample and central window to 95 mm
corresponding to the working distance of the microscope, needed to monitor the
spatial laser overlap. (B) Technical drawing of the `window holder' designed
to maximize view port diameters and to minimize the samples distance to the
microscope by countersinking the windows into the chamber walls.
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steel chamber.
The sample holder is modularized to facilitate a fast sample exchange. The
body part shown in gure 2.6A is extractable from the experimental chamber
through the chamber cover which is removable as shown in gure 2.5. A
25 mm by 25 mm copper plate (Gemmel OF-Cu-CW008A, 99.95 % purity) is
slid into the body part and tightened to the vertical front nibs by means of
rearward screws. Two samples of sizes up to 12 mm by 12 mm can be mounted
simultaneously to the copper back plate. This allows for fast referencing by
solely altering the z-axis position of the chamber. A sample holder carrying an
adsorbate covered sapphire plate and a GaAs wafer fragment (section 2.3.1) is
shown in gure 2.6C.
For the photochromic interfaces investigated in the framework of this thesis,
the attachment strategy based on self-assembled monolayer formation dictates
the choice of the substrate, viz. gold and silicon as discussed in section 3.1.3.
In contrast, for thin functional lms prepared by spin coating or vacuum evaporation, optically polished sapphire substrates (CrysTec, (0001)-orientation)
are chosen due to a vanishing (interfacial) SHG response and a high thermal
conductivity in contrast to glass substrates [152].
Establishing temperature control by thermally isolating the sample holder
against the chamber and by attaching a Peltier-element and a thermocouple,
actuated and read out via a feed-through in the ISO-KF ange, will be the
subsequent step facilitated by the sample holder design and the choice of materials.
The technical drawings of the residual experimental chamber parts are shown
in appendix B.

2.2.3. Light Detection and Signal Processing
The SHG and SFG signals are detected by means of a photo-multiplier tube
(Hamamatsu R7446) attached to a monochromator (Princeton Instruments
Acton 2155). The monochromator focal length is 150 mm which results in
a wavelength resolution of 0.4 nm using a 32 mm by 32 mm grating with
1200 grooves/mm and a 300 nm blazing. The grating eciency is between
65 % and 70 % at the wavelengths of 400 nm and 333 nm, which correspond to
the SHG signal from the 800 nm probe beam and the shortest SFG wavelength
detected in the framework of this thesis, respectively.
The photo-multiplier tube responds to wavelengths between 160 nm and
680 nm. It has its peak quantum eciency of 19 % corresponding to a photocathode sensitivity of 60 mA/W at the wavelength of maximum response of
400 nm. The typical amplication is 6.7 · 106 . The maximum supply voltage
of 1250 V is uniformly distributed among the circularly arranged nine dynode
stages between cathode and anode. The minimum dark count rate is specied
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Figure 2.5. Schematic side view (A) and technical drawing (B) of the `re-

movable cover'. The sample holder is extractable through an opening with
71 mm diameter when the cover is removed. An additional top view port
provides accessibility for an IR-viewer.
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Figure 2.6. (A) Technical drawing of the sample holder. The copper base
plate is slid-in from the top and tightened to the vertical front nibs by means
of rearward screws. (B) Photograph of a GaAs reference sample taken by the
CCD camera attached to the trinocular microscope. The laser beams marked
in red are not in overlap. (C) Photograph of a twin sample holder carrying an
adsorbate-coated sapphire sample (top) and a GaAs reference (bottom).
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Figure 2.7. (A) SHG data obtained for an inorganic GaAs sample. As indi-

cated by the t (blue) the signal amplitude correlates quadratically with the
probe beam power and accordingly with the number of probing photons. Above
20,000 counts/s the inability of the photo-multiplier tube to detect several
photons per laser pulse results in an increasing deviation from the quadratic
correlation. (B) The photodiode utilized to monitor the linear optical sample
response via the reectivity, saturates above 20 mW residual power.

to ten counts per second. The temporal response is limited by the electron
transition time which is on the order of 22 ns. This is on the one hand well
below the laser repetition rate of 3.33 µs but does on the other hand not
allow to detect several photons per femtosecond pulse. The restriction to
the detection of one event per laser pulse leads to the practical limitation of
the count rate to roughly a tenth of the laser pulse frequency. Otherwise the
Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution becomes inadequate as the
probability of multiple events per pulse is no longer neglectable [153]. This is
in correspondence with the experimental ndings on a GaAs sample illustrated
in gure 2.7A. For the inorganic sample the number of generated SHG photons
should correlate quadratically with the number of probing photons, the latter
being proportional to the probe beam power. As indicated by the t to the data
for powers below 10 mW, this is the case for up to 20, 000 counts/s, above which
an increasing deviation from the quadratic correlation is observed. Although
analytical schemes for the extension of the `linear dynamic counting range'
exist [154], count rates requiring such statistical treatment are not encountered
for the probe beam powers applicable for the non-destructive investigation of
organic samples in the framework of this thesis. Finally, the principal choice
for the counting mode instead of analogous data acquisition is obvious from
the encountered SHG signal intensities.
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A counting unit (Hamamatsu C9744) is used to discriminate electronic noise
against actual events by comparing the current pulses coming from the photomultiplier tube after pre-amplication to a tunable discrimination level. It
thus converts the analogous signal input into digital TTL (transistortransistor
logic) voltage levels at the output connector to the PCI data acquisition card
(National Instruments NI 6624). The discrimination level is set to UD =
126.0 mV for the experiments conducted in the framework of this thesis. This
value corresponds to the expected ten dark counts per second from the photomultiplier tube.
The supply voltage to the photo-multiplier tube is set to US = 800 V for
the conducted experiments by means of a high stability power supply (Knott
NSHV -3.5 BN649 S/N 343). This value corresponds to the center of the working plateau of the tube, i.e., the voltage at which the probability for a single
photoelectron to start an electron avalanche is maximized while the likelihood
of an electron cascade due to emission of electrons from the dynodes mediated
by the electric eld is still neglectable. The working plateau is determined
by stepwise measuring the count rate under illumination as a function of the
supply voltage. Accordingly, the system parameters US and UD need to be
found iteratively if electronic components of the setup are exchanged.
The monochromatortubediscriminator assembly is protected by a µ-metal
shielding (Meca Magnetic, 1 mm thickness), i.e., a box constructed of an alloy
of 80 % nickel, 15 % iron and 5 % molybdenum which shields the sensitive
electronic components against magnetic elds due to the relatively high magnetic permeability. This is primarily necessary as the sensitivity of the photon
counting unit to electronic pulses of approximately 5 ns duration (the risetime of the R7446 is specied to 2.2 ns, the fall-time is comparable) demands
for a fast-switching electric circuit which is, in turn, susceptible to external
magnetic elds.
As mentioned above, in addition to the primary SHG (or SFG) signal, the
linear sample response is measured in terms of its reectivity by means of a
photodiode. This allows for monitoring the laser system stability as the linear
reectivity is considerably less sensitive to the interface in comparison to the
second order non-linear SHG process. The signal is acquired via an analogous
input port of the PCI device in terms of the voltage which drops across a 330 Ω
series resistor. Proportionality between current and light intensity is ensured
by reversely biasing the photodiode with a diode voltage of UDiode = 10.0 V.
The AC part of the diode's response to the pulsed laser is averaged out by
means of a 470 nF capacitor operated in parallel. To avoid saturation of the
photodiode, additional optical lters are applied to reduce the power of the
reected beam behind the dichroic mirror to below 20 mW in accordance with
the measured saturation curve shown in gure 2.7B.
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Figure 2.8. Program interface for continuous and sequential measurements.

Controls and indicators regard: (1) total, actual and average count rate and
current diode voltage, (2) integration time and display history, (3) SHG intensity, (4) sequential settings, (5) shutter settings, (6) measurement duration or
number of iteration cycles and (7) diode voltage history.

2.2.4. Data Processing
The basic interface of the measuring program is depicted in gure 2.8. The
program was developed in NI LabVIEW 10 which is the native programming
language equipped with the PCI acquisition device. The input is an integer
representing the physical counter which upon activation increments for each
TTL pulse from the counting unit. The most rudimentary form of converting
this input into an evaluable data stream is to incorporate the system time to
convert the `counts' to `counts per second'. The temporal quantization is not
necessarily one second as fast changes in the signal amplitude could be masked.
The integration time should exibly be chosen for each measurement according
to the signal-to-noise ratio and the `counts per interval' correspondingly need
to be interpolated to `counts per second'. A value of 200 ms was found to be
favorable for count rates on the order of 1, 000 counts/s.
The data are displayed and saved to plain text les in terms of two dimen-
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Figure 2.9. Program interface for time-resolved measurements. The controls

and indicators regard: (1) maximum delays, resolution, integration time and
background, (2) averaged TR-SHG intensity, (3) current TR-SHG intensity, (4)
calculated measurement and delay stage parameters, (5) diode voltage history
and (6) current relative delay stage position and diode voltage.

sional arrays containing pairs of `counts per second' vs. `time', the latter being
the dierence between the actual system time and the starting system time
in intervals of the integration time. Additionally, the analogous voltage input
from the referencing photodiode is displayed and saved in the same intervals.
The simultaneous availability of the linear and the non-linear sample response
has proven to be useful to detect misalignments in the laser system. For instance, a rising SHG signal amplitude upon tuning the prism compressor due
to an optimized temporal compression of the laser pulses, accompanied by a
decrease of the reected light intensity indicates a beam-clipping at the edge
of one of the prisms and an according loss in bandwidth.
Apart from measuring the SHG (or SFG) signal continuously or for a preset
interval, primarily regarding the switchable samples, another measuring mode
is implemented in which the program iteratively cycles through measurement
and illumination phases. Mechanical shutters controlled via analogous outputs
of the PCI device are automatically opened and closed for example to inves-
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Figure 2.10. Program interface for manual delay stage control. The controls

and indicators regard: (1) current delay stage position, (2) SHG or SFG intensity, (3) stage velocity and integration time as well as display history reset,
(4) dene home control and (5) preset delay stage positions.

tigate a stepwise switching of a sample. Dead times in which both shutters
are closed are implemented to account for the time the mechanical apertures
need to move. Alternatively, manual control of the shutters is provided. The
termination condition for each non-continuous measurement is checked in real
time for every iteration of the inner loop which corresponds to measuring,
displaying and saving of one data point.
For the time-resolved measurements an iterative data acquisition is designated. The corresponding program interface is shown in gure 2.9. Measuring
iteratively simplies the detection of possible beam damage in pumpprobe
experiments which is highly relevant for the investigation of organic samples.
It also allows to adapt the integration time during long term measurements
by adding or removing iteration cycles during the measurement. The recorded
data for an iteration is weighted against the preceding cycles to form the average which is subsequently written to a new le to enable the accessibility
of both, the overall average and each individual cycle's data. This is also
done for the delays which are calculated from the relative actual delay stage
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position acquired for each data point individually and the system time, i.e.,
in real time. Both the data of the actual cycle and the overall average are
displayed simultaneously to simplify the detection of possible beam damage.
Through automatized shutter control, signal backgrounds arising from both
laser beams are acquired, while the delay stage resets between the cycles. Besides the maximum positive and negative delays and the number of iterations,
the measurement accuracy needs to be set in terms of delay step width and the
data acquisition time for each step. While the former denes the resolution,
the latter corresponds to the integration time regulating the signal-to-noise
ratio as stated above.
In addition to the automatic mode, the delay stage may also be controlled
manually to facilitate the detection of time zero. The program panel providing this functionality is illustrated in gure 2.10. Although the SFG signal is
displayed as a function of the delay in this mode, the actual termination condition is the preset nal delay stage position. For the correctly aligned setup,
time zero is with certainty detected for the highly non-linear GaAs sample at
a velocity of 10, 000 steps/s, corresponding to 1.1 ps/s scanning speed.
The basic development was done using the 300 kHz RegA output frequency
as reference, detected by means of a fast photodiode. Proof of principle is
given by the data presented in gure 2.11: the cross-correlation of pump and
probe pulse deduced by means of the SFG signal is on the order of 50 fs which
is according to the laser system parameters (gure 2.11A) and the SFG and
SHG wavelengths of 339 nm and 401 nm are as expected for pump and probe
wavelengths of 586 nm and 800 nm, respectively (gure 2.11B). Furthermore,
the SHG count rate scales quadratically with the probe beam power (cf. gure 2.7A).

2.3. Experimental Procedures
The two basic conductible measurement modes are time-resolved SHG (section 2.3.1), i.e., the observation of pump-induced exciton dynamics on a femtosecond timescale and illumination experiments (section 2.3.2) in which the
interfacial electron density is statically altered by addressing photochromic
units with the appropriate illumination wavelengths. In both cases additional
geometric information is obtainable by controlling the laser beam polarizations
(section 2.3.3). Furthermore, TR-SHG is conductible in a spectroscopic mode
by varying the pump beam wavelength (section 2.3.4).

2.3.1. Time-resolved SHG
Assuming pump and probe beams are set to the desired wavelengths, roughly
temporally compressed and aligned to hit the sample and the supply- and
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Figure 2.11. (A) The width (FWHM) of the cross-correlation of the SFG

signal shown in (B) and accordingly the temporal resolution of the respective
pumpprobe experiment is 52 ± 2 fs. (B) Turning the monochromator grid in
an automatized mode, enables to measure the wavelengths of SFG and SHG
beams. The determined wavelengths of 339 nm and 401 nm are as expected
for pump and probe wavelengths of 586 nm and 800 nm, respectively. Both
data sets measured for an inorganic GaAs sample.

discrimination voltages are appropriately adjusted as outlined in the previous
section, a time-resolved SHG experiment is set-up as follows. (1) The spatial
overlap of pump and probe beam on a GaAs reference sample (vide infra ) is
established via observing the diusely refracted laser spots by means of the
microscope (cf. gure 2.6B). (2) The SHG beam is focused into the monochromator set to 400 nm by ipping the lter set out of the outbound beam path
and adjusting on the fraction of the 800 nm probe beam reected of the dichroic
mirror by means of an IR-viewer. (3) With the lters ipped back into the
outbound beam path, the SHG signal amplitude is maximized by ne tuning
the monochromator in-coupling and by optimizing the temporal compression
of the 800 nm prism compressor. (4) The temporal overlap is established by
manually controlling the delay stage (gure 2.10) to nd time zero with the
monochromator set to the SFG wavelength. The highly non-linear GaAs reference sample allows for a simplied detection of time zero due to its strong
SHG and SFG (bulk) responses as the crystal structure inheres no inversion
symmetry [155]. (5) Iteratively reducing the width of the cross-correlation with
the pump beam prism compressor and increasing the SFG signal amplitude
by ne tuning the pump beam pointing, optimizes the temporal and spatial
overlap between pump and probe beam. (6) The chamber z-stage is utilized
to switch from the GaAs reference to the actual sample. With the monochro-
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mator set back to 400 nm, the ne tuning of the in-coupling is repeated. (7)
Finally, the sample is checked for homogeneity, beam damage and undesired
non-linear eects like excitonexciton annihilation (vide infra ) [156158] and
pump and probe beam powers are accordingly set.
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Figure 2.12. The signal-to-noise ratio signicantly improves while the ob-

served dynamics and the SHG intensity remain unaltered during four iterations
(red to green) and by averaging among four spots (green to black).
An improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio should be achieved by measuring both iteratively and repetitively at dierent sample spots. As shown in
gure 2.12, the quality of the TR-SHG data signicantly improves from the
rst to the fourth cycle and further by averaging the data measurement at
four dierent spots. The prime advantages of this approach are the exclusion
of beam damage by comparing the current iteration to the averaged data (cf.
control panel shown in gure 2.9) and the surveillance of homogeneity. Furthermore, dynamics at short and large delays should be measured separately to
allow for applying dierent resolutions which results in comparable exposure
times for dierent measurements.
A variation of the pump beam power yields information on the relative
amount of excited electronhole pairs, i.e., according to equation 2.8 a linear
correlation between the numbers of pump photons and initially excited excitons
exist, if two conditions are fullled. (1) The observed pump-induced TR-SHG
signal amplitude changes have to be small in comparison to the steady state
signal level. (2) The pump beam power has to be suciently low to exclude
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undesired non-linear eects as excitonexciton annihilation [156158] or even
a thermal modulation of the absorbance which has been observed for P3HT at
very high excitation densities [159].
The data are processed by normalization to the average SHG intensity at
negative delays, i.e., the probe beam advances the pump beam, and by averaging equal measurements conducted for dierent sample spots. The evaluation
is subsequently done by means of a generalized tting routine implemented
in Igor Pro 6.02A which iteratively convolutes the Gaussian cross-correlation
prole (cf. gure 2.11A) with the following set of functions accounting for the
dynamic response of the sample to the excitation. (1) Up to three exponential
functions model dierent excitonic de-excitation and recombination pathways.
(2) The (analytic) bi-exponential solution to a three-state coupled rate equation describes the delayed population of an intermediate state (e.g., the charge
transfer state) out of an initially excited population:


t − t0
t − t0
τ2 · τ1
· exp (−
) − exp (−
) ,
(2.13)
τ1→2 · (τ1 − τ2 )
τ1→2
τ2
where τ1 , τ1 and τ1→2 are the time-constants for the initial and nal state and
the coupling constant, respectively. (3) A step function accounts for excitonic
species which decay on timescales considerably longer than the delays applied
in the measurement.

2.3.2. Illumination Experiments
Illumination experiments are conducted by sequentially illuminating the photochromic samples with monochromatic diodes of appropriate wavelengths
to drive the isomerization. The according change in the second order nonlinear susceptibility arising from static charge redistribution and geometric
(π -electron system) rearrangement, is measured by means of the SHG signal
amplitude. These experiments are conducted for the trans ↔ cis isomerization of an azobenzene-functionalized SAM using a 365 nm and a 445 nm diode,
respectively. In ethanolic solution, illumination at 365 nm almost exclusively
excites the trans -isomers. In contrast, no absorption band solely inherent to
the cis -form exists and the excitation at 445 nm is accordingly chosen as the
dierence in the absorption spectra of both isomers is maximal at this wavelength [160]. Although the absorption bands dier considerably for dierent
chromophore environments [161], these wavelengths appear to be suited for
the azobenzene SAMs, as well [162]. For the ring-opening reaction and the
Z ↔ E ↔ C conversion of a fulgimide-functionalized SAM, a 530 nm and a
365 nm diode are available, respectively. Although when solved in benzene,
each of the investigated fulgimide forms absorbs UV light at 365 nm, the absorption band of the E-form is dominant at this wavelength. In contrast, light
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of 530 nm wavelength is exclusively absorbed by the colored C-fulgimide [163].
While no results on UV/visible spectroscopy measurements on the investigated
fulgimide SAM are available to date, the applicability of these wavelengths to
trigger the reversible isomerization has been demonstrated for this [80] and a
similar system [164].
The respective photostationary states are represented by a certain SHG
signal amplitude ISHG (PSS). According to equation 2.8 the intermediate signal levels correlate approximated proportional to the percentage of switched
molecules: ISHG ≈ ISHG (PSS) + ∆ISHG . Evaluating the transient signal amplitude as a function of the applied photon dose nP by means of a saturation
function
h
i
∆ISHG = ∆I∞ · 1 − exp(−σ · nP ) ,
(2.14)
thus yields the eective switching cross-section σ . Confusion needs to be
avoided here, as the change in the SHG signal amplitude is indeed proportional to the number of contributing chromophores according to equation 2.8,
as equation 2.14 describes the (induced) modication of the second order susceptibility and not of the (inducing) electric eld. This formula is of course only
applicable if single switching events are independent of each other. In contrast,
a cooperative switching of whole islands of another azobenzene-functionalized
self-assembled monolayer via nearest neighbor interactions has been observed
[165]. Furthermore, the cooperative denaturation of azobenzene-functionalized
foldamers subsequent to single molecule isomerization has been reported [166].
Finally, it has to be remarked that the detection limit of a cooperative switching behavior is limited by the number of chromophores needed to resolve a
switching even against the background which originates for example from the
conjugated electron system of an alkyl chain. If for instance the above described free behavior would be preceded by switching single `active grains'
within each island, i.e., a two-step isomerization process, this would probably
not be resolvable. The resolution of the SHG setup developed and realized in
the framework of this thesis can be estimated by considering the large platform SAMs [96] which were also investigated and for which no switching event
has been resolvable. However, the chromophore density in these systems is
on the order of 2.4 molecules per square nanometer [167] and hence an order
of magnitude lower in comparison to the photochromic interfaces described
in chapter three [80, 99, 102]. Considering these results, the resolution of the
present SHG setup is estimated to be on the order of one to ten molecules per
square nanometer, given rst hyperpolarizabilities comparable to the investigated chromophores. As a side note, dierent end-group modications of the
azobenzene chromophore in these experiments by means of methyl, methoxy
and triuoromethyl groups did not improve the resolvability.
Besides automatized sequential illumination measurements for the deter-
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mination of the switching cross-sections, the second conductible illumination
experiment is the iterative complete switching between the respective photostationary states over several cycles. From these measurements the reversibility
of the isomerization processes can be deduced from the reproducibility of the
SHG signal amplitudes representing the respective photostationary states. By
introducing additional waiting times, the thermal stability of the isomers incorporated in the respective self-assembled monolayers is observable. As these
measurements last several hours, monitoring the stability of the laser system
by measuring the linear reectivity of the sample is obligatory as outlined in
section 2.2.3.

2.3.3. Polarization-resolved SHG
Polarization-resolved SHG enables the derivation of geometric information on
the investigated interfaces. First of all, the χ(2) tensor reects the (electronic)
geometry of the system and by varying the polarization of the probe beam
and by reading out the polarization of the SHG signal, the tensor elements are
systematically accessible [6]. Secondly, polarization-resolved SHG is applicable
to investigate the smoothness of interfaces [33, 34]. Choosing the coordinate
system such that the surface denes the xy-plain and the surface normal accordingly points in the z-direction, the p- and the s-polarized probe beam are
of the form:
 
 
1
0
E0
(2.15)
Ep = √ 0 .
Es = E0 1 ,
2
1
0
P
(2)
(2)
With Pi = 0 jk χijk Ej EK the corresponding material responses become:
(2)

(2)

Pi (Es ) = 0 E0 χiyy
(2.16)
E0
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
Pi (Ep ) = 0
· [χixx + χixz + χizx + χizz ].
2
The p- and s-polarized detection settings result in measured SHG intensities:
2
IsSHG (Es ) ∝ |χ(2)
yyy |
(2) 2
IpSHG (Es ) ∝ |χ(2)
xyy + χzyy |
(2)
(2)
(2) 2
IsSHG (Ep ) ∝ |χ(2)
yxx + χyxz + χyzx + χyzz |

(2.17)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2) 2
IpSHG (Ep ) ∝ |χ(2)
xxx + χxxz + χxzx + χxzz + χzxx + χzxz + χzzx + χzzz | .

For systems inhering a macroscopic preferential molecular alignment as for example in Langmuir lms, it has been shown that it is possible to identify these
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Figure 2.13. (A) For samples which are homogeneous parallel to the inter-

face as the layered C60 /P3HT (chapter four), the SHG signal arising from an
s-polarized probe beam vanishes due to symmetry reasons (for simplicity, only
the non-linear response of one interface is shown). (B) Switching from the
upstanding trans -azobenzene, to the bent cis -form reduces the NLO response
perpendicular to the interface due to the rearrangement of the π -electron system (chapter three).

second order non-linear susceptibilities with molecular rst hyperpolarizabilities and accordingly derive the molecular orientation at the surface [3, 26].
For the photochromic interfaces investigated in the framework of this thesis
an average distribution of molecules within the xy-plain has to be assumed.
As demonstrated in section 3.2, density functional theory as well as correlated
wavefunction methods are applicable to calculate average molecular hyperpolarizabilities and derive information on the alignment of the chromophoric
units. As depicted in gure 2.13B a preferential orientation of molecules with
highly electronically conjugated π -systems relative to the interface can directly
be derived. This is done by comparing IpSHG (Ep ) to the SHG intensities measured for the other polarization combinations as solely in this polarization
(2)
setting the dominating χzzz tensor-element is accessible, if the chromophores
are aligned parallel to the surface normal.
The investigation of the smoothness of interfaces is of particular importance
for systems as the C60 /P3HT heterojunction investigated in the framework of
this thesis, as the successful preparation of a well-dened interface via spin
coating and vacuum evaporation is demanding for verication. As illustrated
in gure 2.13A, an s-polarized electric eld vector possesses no component
perpendicular to the surface and should therefore be `unaware' of the presence
of an ideally smooth interface between homogeneous layers. However, diusion
of molecules of one layer across the interface into the adjacent layer results in
the formation of undened interfacial clusters and domains [126, 127]. This
potentially interferes with the unambiguous interpretation of the measured
TR-SHG data due to recombination associated with interrupted percolation
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pathways and cross-currents of electrons and holes [132]. Layered systems
should therefore generally be examined for dynamics parallel to the interface.

2.3.4. Spectroscopic SHG
Two principal possibilities to conduct spectroscopic SHG measurements exist.
First, the probe beam wavelength can be tuned. When either the fundamental
or the SHG wavelength match an electronic transition, the signal gets resonantly enhanced [5,6]. Alternatively, the pump beam wavelength can be varied
to obtain excited state dynamics as a function of the excitation wavelength.
The latter possibility is applied for the time-resolved SHG experiments conducted in the framework of this thesis. As illustrated in gure 2.14 for a
semiconducting (organic) sample, increasing the excitation energy via variation of the pump photon wavelength, enables the population of additional
electronic bands and accordingly opens up additional de-excitation pathways.
In the schematic example the corresponding SHG signal amplitude following
the initial excitation switches from mono- to bi-exponential as the S2 band is
accessed.
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Figure 2.14. Schematic illustration of spectroscopic SHG measurements

conducted by varying the pump beam wavelength. For higher excitation energies, the S2 band of the (organic) semiconductor is accessed and the TRSHG intensity subsequent to the initial excitation switches from mono- to
bi-exponential.
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Chapter 3
The Non-Linear Optical
Response of Photochromic
Interfaces
The topic of the present chapter is the investigation of photochromic interfaces by means of the SHG setup developed and realized in the framework
of this thesis. It is demonstrated that the switching state of a fulgimide(section 3.2) and azobenzene-functionalized (section 3.3) self-assembled monolayers can be read out via the non-linear optical contrast between the respective photostationary states. Furthermore, it is shown that the eciency of
the conversion processes is derivable in terms of the respective cross-sections
and that information on the interfacial molecular alignments is accessible in
polarization-resolved measurements. As demonstrated for the fulgimide SAM,
a more detailed understanding of the NLO properties of the photochromic interface can be obtained in conjunction with theoretical system modeling. In
addition, it is shown for the azobenzene SAMs that the NLO contrast correlates
with the chromophore packing density. This chapter begins with an introduction (section 3.1) regarding the photochromism of fulgimides and azobenzenes,
the surface functionalization based on the attachment of these photochromic
molecules via SAMs and the preparation of the investigated samples.

3.1. Introduction: Photochromic Molecules
and Interfaces
Photochromism is dened as the reversible photoinduced conversion between
two molecular states which possess dierent absorption spectra [168]. Among
the most prominent examples are the ring-opening/ring-closure reactions of
molecules like fulgimides [80, 169, 170] and fulgides [171173], diarylethenes
[48, 52, 174] or spiropyrans [66, 92, 175] and the conformational isomerization
of azobenzene [99, 160, 176] and its derivatives [86, 93, 177]. Innovative examples of possible technological implementations for each of these classes
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of molecules exist. While the electrocyclization of the former group is frequently associated with a change in electronic properties as for instance the
demonstrated switching of the conductance through diarylethenes [52, 174],
applications of the latter class often exploit the geometric rearrangements accompanying the isomerization of functionalized azobenzenes. For instance to
switch the cell adhesion properties of surfaces [178, 179] or the wettability of
Langmuir-Blodgett lms [83]. However, as demonstrated in this chapter for
the investigated fulgimide and azobenzene, changes in the degree of electronic
conjugation and the orientation of the π -electron system can be expected to
result in substantial NLO contrasts for each of these photochromic molecules
and might hence lead to possible applications in future photonic and optoelectronic devices [6870]. Three-dimensional optical data storage devices [48, 58],
all-optical logic signal processing units [61, 180] or the utilization of spiropyran/merocyanine as cation sensors read out by the dierence in the second
order NLO susceptibility [71, 72] constitute only a few intriguing examples.

3.1.1. The Photochromism of Fulgimides
Figure 3.1. Photochromism
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of the investigated fulgimide.
The ring-closure reaction is
driven by UV light illumination at 365 nm. The hexatriene/cyclohexadien moieties
between which the electrocyclization occurs according to
the WoodwardHomann rules
[181] are indicated in red. A
trans ↔ cis isomerization is
also operative at this wavelength.
Visible light illumination at 530 nm induces
the ring-opening reaction. A
Z → C ring-closure is not operative due to the larger distance between the indole and
the methylene group.

The rst reported synthesis of a fulgimide dates back to 1957 [169]. Fulgimides
are the imide derivatives of fulgides [171]. These oer the possibility of functionalization of the imide nitrogen for example for peptide- and protein-ancho-
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ring [163] or as demonstrated here for the attachment to linker-groups in a
SAM. Furthermore, the increased resistance to hydrolysis of the fulgimide
imide ring in comparison to the fulgide anhydride is considered an advantage
regarding possible applications [182, 183].
However, both fulgides and fulgimides are considered suitable for commercial applications due to: (1) complete thermal stability at ambient temperatures, (2) high conversion on irradiation (i.e., high respective product/educt
ratios), (3) high quantum eciencies for forward and reverse reactions, (4)
good fatigue resistance and (5) straightforward synthetic methods suitable for
large-scale synthesis [170]. Moreover, the ring-opening and ring-closure reactions of indolyl-fulgides and -fulgimides in solution, the latter being highly
similar in electronic structure to the indolyl-fulgimides investigated within the
framework of this thesis, were found to take place on timescales on the order
of a picosecond, i.e., ultrafast and without formation of meta-stable intermediates [172, 173, 184, 185]. The latter constitutes an important prerequisite
for the applicability of the WoodwardHomann rules [181]. According to
these, the photochemical process in the fulgide and fulgimide ring-closure reaction is the conrotatory electrocyclization of the central hexatriene moiety, as
indicated in gure 3.1 for the here investigated fulgimide. As hexatriene possesses three carbon double bonds, the conrotatory transition from the initial
to the nal molecular orbital conguration is optically symmetry allowed and
the ring-closure reaction can hence be photoinduced via UV light illumination [186, 187]. The result is an almost planar four-ring conjugated π -electron
system (vide infra ). The absorbance of the colored (C) fulgimide is therefore
shifted to longer wavelengths and the back-reaction to the open trans -fulgimide
(E) is accordingly inducible by means of visible light illumination [186, 187].
Aside from the electrocyclization, an additional trans ↔ cis isomerization is
operative upon UV light illumination, as also shown in gure 3.1. As the conformational isomerization towards the cis -form (Z) competes with the E → C
coloration and Z → C ring-closure is not operative due to the large distance
between the indole and the methylene groups, the Z ↔ E isomerization is
generally considered an energy-wasting, undesired process [188]. It has been
shown that quantum yields and nal isomer ratios of the processes driven by
UV light illumination can be tuned by the choice of the substituents not directly involved in the electrocyclization [189191]. The rations between the
three forms of the here investigated fulgimide shown in gure 3.1 in benzoic
solution were determined to be (Z/E/C) = 6/15/79 and 6/94/0 for UV- and
the visible-PSS, respectively [80].
The applicability of these chromophores has been demonstrated for example for re-writable holographic lms [192] or for switchable energy transfer
channels constructed of donor-fulgide-acceptor triads [193]. Regarding possible applications in optical data storage devices, it has been shown that the
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fulgide switching state can be read out by means of IR laser diodes, i.e., without triggering the ring-opening/ring-closure reaction [194]. Another promising
example is the covalent attachment of a fulgimide to an oxazine. The latter exhibits pronounced uorescence upon excitation with red light (650 nm)
solely when the fulgimide group has been switched to the open state with
green light (530 nm) in advance [195]. En route towards molecular optoelectronics, examples as a molecular transistor optically gated via the switching state of a fulgimide are promising [180]. Intriguingly, also the applicability
of a fulgimideporphyrindithienylethene triad as an all-optical logic signal
processing unit with four individually addressable switching states has been
demonstrated [61].

3.1.2. The Photochromism of Azobenzenes
A)

C)
N
N
N
N

trans-azobenzene

cis-azobenzene

B)

Figure 3.2. (A) Structural formulas of trans - and cis -azobenzene. (B)

Ground state UV/visible absorption spectra of both azobenzene isomers in
ethanol reproduced from ref. [160]. (C) Scheme of the potential energy curves
of the ground state S0 and rst and the second excited state S1 and S2 of
azobenzene, respectively. The arrows indicate possible relaxation pathways
following the optically dipole allowed π → π ∗ excitation between ground and
second excited state. The trans ↔ cis isomerization either follows the outof-plane rotation around the dihedral CN=NC angle (φ) or the in-plane
inversion around the CN=N bond angle (Θ). Reproduced from ref. [196].
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The rst report on the coincidental experimental observation of the existence of
the cis -form of azobenzene due to the irreproducible solubility of an azobenzene
containing solution under exposure to sun light dates back to 1937 [176]. The
prototypal molecular switch has been subject to a vast amount of studies ever
since, due to reversibility and speed of the photoswitching process and the
simplicity of chemical modication and incorporation into complex molecular
structures [197].
Azobenzene exhibits the two isomeric forms shown in gure 3.2A. In solution, the trans → cis isomerization is achieved by illumination with UV light
while the reverse process, the cis → trans conformational change is induced
by blue light as indicated by the dierent absorption spectra of both forms
shown in gure 3.2B. As both absorption spectra overlap to a certain degree,
illumination of an azobenzene containing solution results in photostationary
states containing both isomers. For example for the azobenzene derivative
6-(4-triuoromethyl-4'-azobenzeneoxy)-hexane-1-thiol (synthesized for use in
self-assembled monolayers) solved in ethanol, photostationary states containing 10-15 % and 70-75 % trans -isomers were found under illumination with
UV and visible light, respectively [161]. Although the ground state energy
of the cis -isomer is 0.6 eV higher than the one of the trans -form, the thermal cis → trans back reaction is still hampered by an activation barrier on
the order of 1.0 eV [98]. Accordingly, the half-life of the meta-stable state
is on the order of hundreds of hours at room temperature, depending on the
solvent [198].
The two feasible realizations of the isomerization concerning the nuclei movement on the picosecond timescale are the out-of-plane rotation around the C
N=NC dihedral angle and the in-plane inversion around one of the CN=N
bond angles, as indicated by the potential energy curves of azobenzene in gure 3.2C. Out of the ground state S0 , the n → π ∗ excitation corresponding to
the transition to the rst excited state S1 is optically dipole forbidden [199] in
contrast to the π → π ∗ transition to the S2 state. Which of the two pathways
dominates, is controversially discussed [200] but present consensus points towards rotation [201] for both the trans → cis [202] and the cis → trans [203]
isomerization.

3.1.3. Chromophore Immobilization and Self-Assembled
Monolayers
As already mentioned in the introduction, a critical step on the route towards
technical application of molecular switches, for example exploiting their dierences in (non-linear) optical properties for three-dimensional optical data storage devices [48] or the observed conductivity switching for utilization within
electric circuits [52], is to nd an immobilization strategy upon which the
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functionality is preserved.
Primary of research interest is the investigation of isomerization processes
in almost ideally dened systems prepared by vacuum evaporation of the functional molecules onto solid surfaces. In this regard, especially noble metals
are thoroughly investigated due to their chemical inertness which was widely
considered to preserve the switching ability.
However, in most reported cases the photochromism is quenched upon physisorption. A light-induced isomerization has for example never been observed for azobenzene adsorbed in its thermally more favorable trans -form
[201, 204, 205] on Au(111) [92]. Even a switching within an STM junction
has only been achieved on the Au(111) surface [206, 207], but not on Ag(111)
[208, 209]. Another example is trimethyl-6-nitrospiropyran for which the thermal stability is reversed upon adsorption onto the Au(111) surface due to the
zwitterionic character of the open merocyanine form which leads to a strong
ionic binding to the gold surface [175]. As a result, the ring-opening which
can be induced by electron attachment in the STM junction or thermally, is
irreversible whereas the photochromism is quenched completely [85].
For these systems two reasons for a suppressed photochromism are generally
considered. One is a steric hindrance of conformational changes in the switching process due to the presence of the surface. The other is the existence of
surface-derived ultrafast de-excitation channels [86] competing with the nuclei
movement which is for the free molecule know to take place on a picosecond
timescale [98, 210]. An alternative explanation is the recently proposed `loss
of bi-stability' upon physisorption, i.e., a signicant reduction of the thermal
barrier for one of the isomers found for cis -azobenzene adsorbed on Au(111)
and Ag(111), respectively [201].
These ndings imply the necessity of a precise ne-tuning of the adsorbatesubstrate interaction [87] for which dierent strategies are known [45]. One
prominent example is 3,3',5,5'-tetra-tert -butyl-azobenzene (TBA) which is the
result of the attempt to restore the surface quenched photochromism by adding
bulky spacer groups to reach an electronic and geometric decoupling between
the substrate and the photochromic unit of the adsorbate molecule. TBA was
found to be switchable upon illumination and with the STM tip on the Au(111)
surface [74, 93, 211]. However, no trans ↔ cis isomerization has been reported
for TBA/Ag(111) [212] and for the Cu(111) and Au(100) surfaces [207]. Ironically, the decoupling strategy leads to a stronger binding to the substrate
with respect to azobenzene [213] and the partial success rather results from
the coincidental restoration of the photochromism of TBA/Au(111) than from
a preservation. The photoisomerization of TBA/Au(111) is not induced by
the intramolecular n → π ∗ or π → π ∗ transition as in the free molecule [89]
but by the creation of a positive ion resonance (PIR), instead. A PIR is
a substrate-mediated excitation mechanism in which a photohole relaxes to
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the gold d -band edge located around -2.0 eV below the Fermi-level (EF ) followed by hole attachment to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of TBA centered around -1.88 eV [94]. On the one hand, the inactivity of this
substrate-mediated isomerization mechanism for azobenzene/Au(111), where
the energetic overlap between the HOMO of the molecule and the gold d -band
is only reduced by 110 meV [92], pronounces the necessity for a precisely balanced adsorbatesubstrate interaction. On the other hand, substrate-mediated
alternative photoisomerization pathways as via the discussed creation of a PIR
or also a negative ion resonance (NIR) [214], oer additional design strategies
for the adsorbate/substrate system as an entity.
Another example for a precisely tuned adsorbatesubstrate interaction is
4-anilino-4'-nitroazobenzene/Cu(111) which has been reported to be photoswitchable, achieved via the appropriate push-pull balance between chemically
attractive end-groups and a van der Waals interacting aromatic backbone [86].
Finally, it was demonstrated that an ultrathin passivating NaCl layer neutralizes the inuence of a Cu(111) substrate on the molecular orbitals of adsorbed
pentacene molecules [215]. The same strategy also restores the hydrogen tautomerization of naphthalocyanine on Cu(111) which is in contrast quenched on
bare Cu(100) [216]. An NaCl passivation has also been applied to restore the
functionality of azobenzene derivatives on the Ag(111) surface which led to reversible isomerization in the STM junction via inelastic electron tunneling [208]
and the trans → cis but not the back reaction upon illumination [209].
While a detailed understanding of the fundamental isomerization processes
in the aforementioned systems is of particular importance for an actual future development of devices based on molecular switches [217], numerous
more application-oriented approaches to incorporate the photochromic unit
into chemical environments exist which oer dierent advantages and disadvantages as outline hereinafter.
Polymers containing stereoisomeric chromophores like for example azobenzene undergo mechanic deformations upon isomerization rendering them inappropriate for optical data storage due to the relatively low isomerization
speed [81]. However, the inducible macroscopic changes enable surface pattern writing which is for example utilized to photofabricate surface relief gratings [82]. Also, the photoswitchable wettability [83] or magnetization [84] of
azobenzenes-functionalized Langmuir-Blodgett-lms was demonstrated, albeit
in both cases accompanied by a certain fatigue in reversibility.
Interface functionalization via attachment of photochromic molecules containing SAMs is the approach chosen for both photoswitchable surfaces investigated within the framework of the present thesis. SAMs are ordered
molecular assemblies formed by the adsorption of an active surfactant on a
solid surface [218]. One of the major advantages of this approach is that
the adsorbatesubstrate as well as the adsorbateadsorbate interactions can
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be tuned via the length of the anchoring groups and by incorporating spacers
[80,100,101,104,162], respectively. Dierent strategies like the self-assembly of
rather large triazatriangulenium (TATA) ions [96,167] or adamantane cores [95]
onto which the functional unit is directly attached, exist. However, most frequently functionalized long-chain hydrocarbons are immobilized usually either
via sulfur bonding to a gold substrate [99, 219, 220] or grafting directly onto a
silicon surface [79, 221, 222].
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Figure 3.3. (A) The on-chip synthesis of the photochromic fulgimide SAM

on Si(111) results in a chromophore packing density of approximately 25 %
with respect to the available silicon sites. Residual positions are either
OH-terminated or covered by carboxy-terminated alkyl chains. (B) A photochromic azobenzene SAM/gold interface is obtained by: (a) decoupling chromophore and substrate using undecanethiol chains and (b) intermixing dodecanethiol spacers to reduce the chromophore packing density. Photoreactions
operative at the respective interfaces are indicated in both panels.
The packing density of these self-assembled monolayers is the crucial pa-
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rameter regarding the photoisomerization ability. Steric hindrance [104], but
also excitonic coupling, i.e., an ultrafast excitation dissipation among adjacent
chromophores due to π -stacking as found for azobenzenealkanethiolSAMs on
gold [102,103,105] are possible reasons for a quenched photochromism. Besides
the above mentioned platform strategies, steric hindrance can be avoided by:
(a) using suciently wide spacers [165], (b) an on-surface functionalization in
which only a fraction of the available surface positions is occupied [80, 164] or
(c) by intermixing unmodied (alkyl) chains (i.e., which do not carry a chromophore) [100, 101, 104]. A combination of dierently modied chromophores
regarding electronic conguration inuencing attachments to avoid excitonic
coupling has also been proposed [177]. Strategy (b) is pursued for the photochromic fulgimides discussed in section 3.2. The azobenzene-functionalized
SAMs which are the topic of section 3.3 are attached to the gold substrate
from an immersion which additionally contains a variable fraction of unmodied alkyl chains, according to strategy (c).
Switching the fulgimide-functionalized surface is expected to result in a pronounced change in the SHG signal amplitude as the degree of the electronic
conjugation is signicantly increased in the reaction towards the closed form,
for which the delocalization of the π -system extends over four conjugated rings.
As the hyperpolarizability-vector [97] of the closed fulgimide incorporated in
the SAM is expected to point almost perpendicular to the surface [80], a pronounced reduction in the SHG signal amplitude measured in the direction of
the surface normal is expected upon the ring-opening reaction. In contrast, for
the azobenzene SAMs the expected contrast arises from the `geometric' reorientation of the π -system and according reduction of the electronic conjugation
perpendicular to the interface, when the photochromic units are switched from
the trans -form, which is explicitly measured or implicitly expected to be oriented upright for various alkanethiols [99104], to the bent cis -azobenzene.

3.1.4. Preparation of the Fulgimide and Azobenzene
SAMs
The fulgimide samples were prepared by Andreas Hebert in the group of Prof.
Karola Rück-Braun at the Institut für Chemie at the Technische Universität
Berlin. The Si(111) surface was cleaned with piranha solution (H2 O2 /H2 SO4 ,
1/3 v/v) for 30 minutes at 100◦ C, rinsed with ultra pure water and etched with
40 % ammoniauoride solution for 15 minutes, to obtain a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface. Afterwards, the cleaned and dried hydrogen-terminated
silicon surface was thermally reacted with pure methyl undec-10-enoate for
2 hours at 160◦ C to establish an ester-terminated monolayer. After cleavage of
the ester head group by means of hydrochloric acid (5.5 M, 3 hours, 40◦ C) an
carboxy-terminated monolayer was achieved. The photoswitch is immobilized
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by immersing the carboxy-terminated surface in a solution containing a 85:15
mixture of (E/Z)-fulgimides (5 mM), HCTU (2-c6-chloro-1H-benzotriazole1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethylaminium hexauorophosphate) as a coupling agent
(10 mM) and diisopropylethylamin (10 mM) in acetonitrile for 2 hours. Subsequently, the samples were rinsed with acetonitrile and dichlormethane, blown
dry, and stored under argon. This on-chip functionalization of the Si(111) surface results in a well-dened organic/inorganic hybrid system as schematically
depicted in gure 3.3A. The fulgimide photoswitch coverage is approximately
25 % of the initially H-terminated Si(111) sites. The residual positions are
either OH-terminated or covered with the carboxy-terminated alkyl chains.
Detailed information are given in ref. [80].
The here investigated azobenzene samples were prepared by Thomas Moldt
and Daniel Brete in the group of Prof. Martin Weinelt at the Fachbereich Physik at the Freie Universität Berlin. 300 nm thick annealed gold lms on mica
were immersed for 20 hours in a methanolic solution containing the desired
mixture of 11-(4-(phenyldiazenyl)phenoxy)undecane-1-thiol and dodecane-1thiol and subsequently rinsed in pure methanol, blown dry and stored under
argon. A scheme of the resulting SAM is depicted in gure 3.3B. As the samples were prepared under exclusion of UV light (yellow-light conditions, cut-o
wavelength 500 nm), purely trans -functionalized azobenzene SAMs were obtained. The simultaneous preparation of two samples in one immersion enabled
the determination of the chromophore coverage by means of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on the `twin-sample' carried out by
Daniel Przyrembel in the group of Prof. Martin Weinelt, Freie Universität
Berlin. By referencing the respective N1s peak areas to the ones of a densely
packed sample, the chromophore packing density can be estimated with an
accuracy below ±5 %. Detailed information will be given in ref. [162].
All measurements on the photochromic interface are conducted using a
800 nm probe beam. This wavelength is not in overlap with neither absorption
band [80, 160]. The probe beam powers are kept below 40 mW for which no
beam damage is observed within time windows corresponding to the exposure
times during the measurements for neither SAM. Experiments are conducted
under protective gas atmosphere (nitrogen, purity `5.0') except for certain
measurements on the azobenzene SAMs as outlined in section 3.3.5.
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3.2. Reversible Photoswitching of a
Fulgimide-Functionalized Self-Assembled
Monolayer
Incorporating photochromic molecules into organic/inorganic hybrid materials may lead to photoresponsive systems. In such systems the second order
non-linear properties can be controlled via external stimulation with light at
an appropriate wavelength. By creating photochromic molecular switches containing self-assembled monolayers on Si(111), ecient reversible switching is
demonstrated which is accompanied by a pronounced modulation of the nonlinear optical response of the system.
The concept of coupling photochromic Si interfaces and NLO properties
enables to generate switchable second order NLO materials [62, 223] with
potential for application in emerging optoelectronic and photonic technologies [63, 68, 69]. Two-photon writing in (three-dimensional) optical data storage [58, 59, 195] and chemical sensors, read out by their non-linear optical
response [71, 72] are only two obvious examples. The most striking advantage
of such systems derives from symmetry considerations [6]. The second order
NLO response of a sample is inherently restricted to its symmetry-breaking
interface [5]. Accordingly, no bulk contribution exists which results in a very
high NLO signal contrast even for single functional layers [3, 7] and buried
interfaces [14, 28]. As a consequence, truly two-dimensional layered functional
units are realizable by anchoring and aligning molecular switches at a planar
solid surface.
A well-dened organic/inorganic hybrid system, a at Si(111) surface functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer containing a fulgimide moiety is
chosen. The approach of an on-chip functionalization of H-terminated Si(111)
is known to result in high-quality, densely packed SAMs for which most importantly the fulgimide photochromic properties [170, 188] are preserved [80, 164].
The intrinsic interface sensitivity of SHG makes it an ideal probe to demonstrate that at ambient conditions a photoinduced switching of the SAM/Si(111)
hybrid system between two thermally stable photostationary states is indeed
achieved and accompanied by a reversible and pronounced modulation of the
NLO response (section 3.2.1). Regarding possible future applications, the also
observed well-dened alignment of the chromophores (section 3.2.2) and the
according contrast in the molecular hyperpolarizabilities perpendicular to the
surface (section 3.2.3) as well as the high eciencies of the ring-opening/ringclosure reactions in terms of large switching cross-sections (section 3.2.4) are
equally important.
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Figure 3.4. Reversible photoswitching of the NLO response of the fulgimide

SAM. (A) The SHG data labeled in purple and green denote measurements
conducted subsequent to UV (365 nm, photon dose nUV = 2.0 · 1019 cm−2 ) and
visible (530 nm, nvis = 1.6 · 1019 cm−2 ) light illumination, respectively. The
black curve represents the initial state prior to illumination. The pronounced
NLO contrast results in SHG signal amplitude changes of 17 ± 6 % and is
attributed to the ring-opening/ring-closure reactions. (B) Illustration of the
correlation between the NLO contrast measured in the SHG experiment and
the rearrangement of the π -electron system in the electrocyclization.
Figure 3.4 shows the SHG signal amplitude as a function of the illumination
steps. A large second order NLO contrast is observed when the sample is illuminated with UV light at a wavelength of 365 nm. The signal amplitude
change is reversible by exposing the sample to visible light at 530 nm wavelength. The average signal contrast between the two photostationary states
is determined to be 17 ± 6 %. It is known, that solutions containing pho-
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tochromic fulgides and fulgimides get enriched with the colored C-form upon
exposure to UV light and that the accordingly emerging pronounced absorption band of the C-form can be utilized to trigger the reverse ring-opening
reaction by means of visible light illumination [170, 182, 186188, 195, 224]. In
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) measurements, the Z/E/Cratios of the here investigated fulgimide solved in benzene were determined to
be 15/85/0 prior to illumination, 6/15/79 in the UV-PSS (referred to as CPSS) and 6/94/0 for the visible-PSS (referred to as E/Z-PSS), respectively [80].
Furthermore, the calculated average rst hyperpolarizabilities (section 3.2.3),
which constitute the molecular equivalent to the second order non-linear susceptibility, are signicantly larger for the C-form in comparison to the E- and
Z-fulgimides. The observed SHG signal level changes are therefore assigned
to the light-induced conversion of the photochromic interface between the two
photostationary states.
Interestingly, the initial SHG amplitude is signicantly larger than the average E/Z-PSS signal level (gure 3.4, black vs. purple curves). This dierence
at least partially arises from the aforementioned diverging isomer ratios upon
synthesis and subsequent to the rst two illumination steps. The reason is,
that exposure to UV light establishes a PSS between all three forms while
visible light solely drives the C → E reaction. However, the measured deviation cannot completely be rationalized in terms of the dierent E/Z-ratios
in the initially prepared state and in the E/Z-PSS, respectively. According
to the calculated hyperpolarizabilities (section 3.2.3) high SHG signal levels
need to be attributed to C-fulgimides which are absent in both states. This
allows for two possible interpretations. Either the attempt to avoid UV light
exposure of the sample prior to the measurements did only partially succeed as
the ring-opening/ring-closure reactions are highly ecient (section 3.2.4). Or
the ratios between the isomers at the surface dier from the ones in solution.
Fortunately, a third possibility can be excluded. The presence of C-fulgimides
which are not participating in the conversion process as found for a similar
interface [164] would not result in an SHG amplitude lower than the average
C-PSS signal level. In analogy, an increasing number of `inactive' E- or Zisomers would result in a successive decrease of the amount of C-fulgimides
and accordingly reduce the NLO contrast with each illumination cycle, which
is not observed.
The reversibility of the photochromic reaction is tested by alternately illuminating the sample with photon doses of nUV = 2.0 · 1019 cm−2 and nvis =
1.6 · 1019 cm−2 to trigger the ring-closure and -opening reactions, respectively.
These doses are approximately one order of magnitude higher than sucient to
switch the sample between the PSSs in both cases, as quantied in section 3.2.4.
No reduction in the NLO contrast is observed within the given accuracy for
the 19 conducted illumination steps and no a fatigue in the response of the
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photochromic interface, i.e., no sign of laser- or illumination-induced damage, is observed. However, a slight reduction in laser stability resulting in a
1.5 % drop of SHG signal intensity during the measurement is observed and
accounted for as outlined in appendix C.
The thermal stability of the photostationary states at room temperature is
veried separately, as shown in gure 3.5. In both cases, two illumination steps
are conducted and repeated subsequent to an initial measurement (i.e., without
prior illumination) after a waiting period of one day. The data are normalized
to the respective C-PSS signal levels and compared with respect to the NLO
contrasts. Within the given experimental accuracy, the photochromic interface
is found to remain in the respective PSSs. Hence, a signicant activation
barrier exists which avoids thermally activated reverse reactions. This is in
accordance with the expectations as fulgimides are considered to be completely
thermally stable [170] even at elevated temperatures [225].
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Figure 3.5. The C-PSS (A) and the E/Z-PSS (B) of the fulgimide SAM are

thermally stable at room temperature within the given accuracy on a timescale
of one day. To account for possible diverging measurement conditions, the data
are normalized to the respective C-PSS signal levels prior and subsequent to
the waiting period to compare the relative amplitude changes in the switching
cycles. Black curves denote measurements without prior illumination. The
applied photon doses are nvis = 1.6 · 1019 cm−2 (530 nm) and nUV = 2.0 ·
1019 cm−2 (365 nm), sucient to reach the respective PSSs.
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3.2.2. Interfacial Molecular Alignment
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Figure 3.6. Results of the polarization-resolved SHG measurements on the

fulgimide SAM for the polarization combinations (A) p-in/p-out (black) and
s-in/s-out (green) and (B) p-in/s-out (red) and s-in/p-out (blue), where `in'
and `out' denote the polarizations of the 800 nm probe and the 400 nm SHG
signal beam, respectively. Darker colors in both panels represent the C-PSS.
Colored areas indicate the experimental uncertainty. Data normalized with
respect to the most intense component (p-in/p-out, C-PSS) for comparability.
In order to investigate the molecular alignment of the fulgimide SAMs, polarization-resolved SHG measurements are conducted. Figure 3.6A shows the
results of these measurements for the in- and outbound beams both p-polarized
(black) and both s-polarized (green). Figure 3.6B displays the signals measured
for the `mixed' polarizations p-in/s-out (red) and s-in/p-out (blue), where
`in' and `out' denote the polarizations of the 800 nm probe beam and the
400 nm SHG signal beam, respectively. The darker colors in both panels
depict the data obtained for the C-PSS. SHG signal amplitude changes induced
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by switching to the C-PSS are indicated by the black arrows. The signal level
increases in the ring-closure reaction when in- and outbound beams are equally
polarized (gure 3.6A), while the opposite is observed for mixed polarization
settings (gure 3.6B).
Two important observations can be derived from the data displayed in gure 3.6. (1) Considering the relative SHG signal amplitudes measured for the
four polarization combinations, the p-in/p-out setting results in the strongest
NLO response, followed by the p-in/s-out combination. In contrast to these
two, the other two settings result in comparably low signal levels. (2) For
the ring-opening reaction the p-in/p-out signal intensity displays the most
pronounced relative and absolute change, it decreases by 21.7 ± 4.1 %. In
contrast, for the second strongest p-in/s-out combination the signal amplitude
increases by 17.2 ± 5.8 % in the ring-opening reaction.
The implications are the following. (1a) According to equation 2.17, the
p-in/p-out setting is the only polarization combination in which the diagonal
(2)
χzzz component perpendicular to the surface [6] is probed. The domination of
the p-in/p-out combination therefore implies an orientation of the electronic π system of the C-fulgimide perpendicular to the surface and hence a molecular
alignment primarily along the surface normal. (1b) In the p-in/s-out combination, the minor-diagonal tensor elements are accessible which describe a
correlation between the non-linear polarizability in the z-direction and along
the other axes, respectively. The implication might be a slight tilt of the chromophore with respect to the surface normal. However, further investigations
of the molecular alignment are necessary, for example obtainable by combining NEXAFS (near edge x-ray absorption ne structure spectroscopy) measurements and theoretical modeling [102]. (2a) The pronounced decrease in
the NLO response upon ring-opening measured in the p-in/p-out combination
can be attributed to the reduction in the degree of the electronic conjugation perpendicular to the surface by reducing the extend of the π -system from
the four-ring conjugated C-fulgimide to the open structure. (2b) The p-in/sout polarization combination samples the minor-diagonal χ(2) tensor elements
of the z-axis. A rising signal amplitude measured for this setting upon ringopening thus implies an increasing non-linear polarizability along the bisecting
cone between the surface normal and the interface and might be attributable
to a reorientation of the indole moiety from perpendicular to the surface into
this direction.
In summary, these ndings coincide with the expectations. In the densely
packed layer, the C-fulgimide is apparently oriented predominantly parallel to
the surface normal. This results in a large non-linear susceptibility perpendicular to the surface arising from the highly conjugated four-ring π -system. Upon
ring-opening, this conjugation along the surface normal is interrupted, giving
rise to the observed pronounced NLO contrast. However, in comparison to
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the more intuitive interpretation of the data on the azobenzene chromophore
alignment (section 3.3.2), the comparably complex molecular structure of the
investigated fulgimide demands for an additional theoretical modeling, as discussed in the following section.

3.2.3. Theoretical Modeling of the NLO Response
Figure 3.7. Structures of C-, E-

and Z-fulgimides optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. Atoms `1' and `2' span the zaxis, atom `3' denes the xz-plane.
Nitrogen, oxygen, carbon and hydrogen atoms are shown in blue,
red, gray and light-gray, respectively. Respective hyperpolarizability vectors β = (βx , βy , βz ) are also
shown. β(C) scaled by a factor of
1/20 with respect to β(E) and β(Z).
Calculations performed in collaboration with the group of Prof. Saalfrank (Universität Potsdam).
In order to quantify the observations described in the preceding two sections,
electronic structure calculations of closed and open fulgimides using density
functional theory as well as correlated wavefunction methods are performed
by Manuel Utecht in the group of Prof. Peter Saalfrank at the Institut für
Chemie at the Universität Potsdam. The resulting components of the rst
hyperpolarizability β , which is the molecular equivalent to the second order
non-linear susceptibility χ(2) amplify the understanding of the experimental
data as the latter is proportional to the measured SHG signal.
In a rst step hybrid density functional theory on the B3LYP/6-311++G**
level is utilized to optimize structures for the free closed and open fulgimide
molecular models with the anchored alkyl unit (-(CH2 )9 -Si) replaced by an
ethyl group (-C2 H5 ). Distinct minima are found for the closed C- and the
open E-form, and several near-degenerate structures for the open Z-form, the
latter all with similar geometries and rst hyperpolarizabilities. On the applied
level of theory, the E-fulgimide is the most stable followed by the Z- (0.01 eV
higher) and the C-form (0.15 eV higher). In gure 3.7 the structures of Cand E-fulgimide as well as one of the near degenerate Z-forms are shown.
As mentioned above, regarding the electronic structure and accordingly the
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hyperpolarizability of the three molecules, the most striking dierence between
the open and closed structures is the delocalization of the π -electron system.
The computed angles between the indole (2,3-benzopyrrole) and imide moiety
(2,5-pyrrolidine) planes are 9◦ for the C-fulgimide, and 33◦ and 27◦ for Eand Z-forms, respectively. Hence, the π -electron system of the C-molecule is
delocalized over four conjugated rings, while the torsion between the indole
and imide planes interrupts this delocalization for the open isomers.
In a second step the dynamical hyperpolarizabilities β(2ω; ω, ω) at frequencies ω = 2πc/λ corresponding to the excitation wavelength λ = 800 nm as
adopted in the SHG measurements are calculated for the three molecular structures. The dynamic hyperpolarizabilities are determined at the MP2 (MøllerPlesset perturbation theory at second order) level at the B3LYP geometries,
according to an established procedure described in reference [226]. Aligning
the calculated molecular structures as depicted in gure 3.7, i.e., with the carbon atom `1' and the nitrogen atom `2' spanning the z-axis, results in an angle
between the surface normal and the ethyl group of 33◦ . This is in accordance
with the experimentally determined angle of the amide terminated alkyl linker
chains with respect to the Si(111) surface normal of 28 ± 8◦ [80]. The xz-plain
is randomly dened by the maleimide 5-ring. As mentioned above, the important parameters are the dierence in the averaged overall hyperpolarizability
of the open- and closed forms β0 , dened as [97]
1

β0 = (βx2 + βy2 + βz2 ) 2 ,
βi = βiii +

1X
(βijj + βjij + βjji ),
3 j6=i

(3.1)
(3.2)

and the orientation of the respective hyperpolarizability vector β = (βx , βy , βz )
with respect to the surface normal as depicted in gure 3.7. The calculated
tensor elements shown in table 3.1 correspond to the expectations. The averaged hyperpolarizability β0 is signicantly larger for the C-fulgimide compared
to the open forms which explains the pronounced NLO contrast observed in the
SHG experiments. Furthermore, βzzz is indeed identied as the dominating tensor element in accordance with results derived from the polarization-resolved
SHG measurements. It has to be remarked, however, that the calculated dierences in the tensor elements between the open- and closed-fulgimide are larger
than the experimentally observed contrasts. Whether this discrepancy arises
from an unordered alignment of the chromophores resulting in a reduction of
the SHG signal contrast or a lowering of the alignment angle with respect to
the surface normal of the fulgimide-functionalized SAM in comparison to the
one determined for the amide layer [80], is so far unknown. Clarication could
result from extending the calculations to a slab of fulgimide SAMs.
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β0
βzzz
βyyy
βxxx
βijk
yxx
xyx=xxy
yyx=yxy
xyy
xzx=xxz
zxx
yxz=yzx
xzy=xyz
zyx=zxy
yzy=yyz
zyy
zzx=zxz
xzz
zzy=zyz
yzz

C
42244
-49352.9
-75.3
-57.7
C
201.3
160.1
7.3
32.3
16044.5
9333.2
727.5
20.1
329.1
29.9
191.9
-11455.9
-8516.9
3184.3
5871.6

E
1954
-1874.6
-199.8
169.2
E
45.8
-84.4
-47.7
-43.8
448.1
466.2
-129.1
28.1
-87.5
34.7
-56.5
313.2
225.1
-750.5
-937.8

Z
627
22.4
97.0
-477.1
Z
356.3
307.4
74.5
77.3
341.6
351.0
31.5
37.8
35.1
41.0
48.8
227.0
222.6
88.9
111.3

Table 3.1. Elements of the

hyperpolarizability tensor for
the investigated fulgimides
calculated with Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory at second
order at the B3LYP/6311++G** geometries and
the averaged overall hyperpolarizability β0 according
to equation 3.1. All values
are given in atomic units,
where one arbitrary unit corresponds to 8.641 · 10−33 esu
or 3.62 · 10−42 m4 /V. Calculations performed in collaboration with the group of
Prof. Saalfrank (Universität
Potsdam).

3.2.4. Ring-opening/Ring-closure Cross-Sections
To gain information about the switching eciency for the photochromic interface, the light-induced ring-closure and -opening reaction pathways of the
fulgimide-functionalized SAM on the Si(111) surface are quantied. The effective cross-sections (σ ) for both reactions are thereby evaluated by using the
change in the SHG signal amplitude as a measure for the switching process, i.e.,
the observed changes as a function of the respective photon dose are correlated
with the number of switched molecules according to equations 2.8 and 2.14.
This assignment is based on the implicit assumption that the fraction of surface immobilized molecules in the Z-form is equal in both photostationary
states as found in solution [80], and accordingly do not contribute to the SHG
signal contrast. The data shown in gure 3.8A and B is obtained by illuminating the sample with photon uxes of fUV = 1.0 · 1015 s−1 cm−2 (365 nm) and
fvis = 1.9 · 1015 s−1 cm−2 (530 nm), respectively. The solid lines represent ts
according to a mono-exponential saturation function. From these ts, eective
cross-sections of σE→C = 2.3 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 for the ring-closure reaction and
σC→E = 1.2 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 for the ring-opening are derived.
These high cross-sections clearly indicate an ecient electronic decoupling
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Figure 3.8. SHG signal amplitude as a function of the photon dose. (A)

The rising signal level at λ = 365 nm UV light exposure is attributed to
the increasing concentration of closed isomers in the ring-closure reaction
E/ZPSS → CPSS . (B) The decreasing amplitude at λ = 530 illumination is
associated with the ring-opening reaction CPSS → E/ZPSS . Solid lines in (A)
and (B) represent ts using a mono-exponential saturation function, yielding
σUV = 2.3 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 and σvis = 1.2 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 , respectively.

of the molecular switch from the substrate as well as an electronic and steric
decoupling within the molecular lm. This is particularly evident in contrast to the already mentioned switch TBA physisorbed on a Au(111) metal
substrate which possesses an eective cross-section nearly four orders of magnitude lower than the one for the here investigated SAM [94]. Remarkably,
these cross-sections are on the same order of magnitude like the ones determined for the diluted azobenzene SAMs as discussed in section 3.3.3 and for
the tripodal linker based azobenzene SAMs [95]. Furthermore, in the liquid
phase comparable quantum yields for azobenzene [227] and numerous fulgimide
derivatives [228] and equally fast excited state dynamics for both types of chromophores [229], [184, 185] were found. It is hence tempting to conclude from
the comparably large cross-sections on an equally ecient decoupling of both
photochromic units from the respective substrates and on an intramolecular
conversion mechanism for the two photochromic systems.
The mono-exponential ts to the data imply a non-cooperative switching behavior, i.e., the absence of a collective switching mediated via nearest neighbor
interactions [165]. Regarding the considerable separation of visible and UV
absorption band of the colored C- and open E-fulgimide [163], respectively,
it is likely that the absence of the C-form in the open-PSS observed in so-
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lution [80] can also be assumed for the photochromic interface. At least for
the ring-closure reaction, the absence of initially present `seeding' isomers can
accordingly be concluded. Although this argument does not hold for the ringopening reaction, the data on both reaction paths solely show the saturating
behavior and no initial exponential growth due to an increasing number of
`seeds'. A non-cooperative scenario appears thus to be more likely.

3.2.5. Summary: Fulgimide SAMs
The Si(111) surface modied by means of a fulgimide-functionalized self-assembled monolayer has been investigated due to the high potential of the welldened organic/inorganic hybrid system for application in emerging optoelectronic and photonic technologies which arise from coupling photochromic and
non-linear optical properties. Indeed, the reversible conversion ability of the
photochromic interface between two PSSs has been found. The interruption of
the electronic conjugation of the π -system in the photoinduced ring-opening
reaction results in a substantial NLO contrast and accordingly in a dierence
of 17 ± 6 % between the SHG signal amplitudes of the respective photostationary states. Regarding possible future applications, the observed thermal
stability of both PSSs at room temperature and the complete reversibility of
the conversion reactions are as important characteristics of the investigated
system as the high eciency of the latter in terms of the cross-sections of
σE→C = 2.3 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 and σC→E = 1.2 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 for ring-closure
and -opening, respectively.
Furthermore, the assignment of the observed NLO contrast upon illumination to originate from the light-induced ring-opening and -closure reactions,
has been veried via density functional theory as well as correlated wavefunction method calculations. In conjunction with polarization-resolved SHG
measurements, the theoretical results also allowed to conclude on the molecular alignment. First, the interruption in the electronic conjugation of the
four-ring π -system of the C-fulgimide due to the torsion between the indole
and imide planes for the open isomers results in a signicant dierence in the
second order non-linear susceptibility and accordingly in a pronounced NLO
contrast. Second, the alignment of the chromophores is predominantly parallel
to the surface normal and the NLO contrast therefore applies perpendicular
to the photochromic interface.
In summary, the aim to design a thermally stable, well-dened organic/inorganic hybrid system with eciently and reversibly switchable non-linear optical properties has been achieved. Furthermore, the SHG probe has been
proven to provide the appropriate means to read out the switching state of the
photochromic interface via the non-linear optical response. The NLO contrast
might even be improvable by chemically modifying the electronic structure of
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the investigated fulgimide. The two possible achievements in this regard are:
(a) an increased dierence in the rst hyperpolarizabilities between the E- and
the C-fulgimide as a molecular parameter and (b) an increased dierence in
the interfacial second order non-linear susceptibility as a system parameter,
by suppressing the undesired E → Z reaction which reduces the E → C yield.
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3.3. Reversible Photoisomerization of
Azobenzene-Functionalized
Self-Assembled Monolayers
As already mentioned for the fulgimide SAM, the creation of a photochromic
interface exhibiting reversibly controllable non-linear optical properties constitutes an important step en route towards novel photonic and optoelectronic
devices [48, 5872]. Due to reversibility and speed of the photoswitching process and the simplicity of chemical modication and incorporation into complex molecular structures [197], the prototypal molecular switch azobenzene
is a promising aspirant in this regard. It is demonstrated here, that the
strategy of a surface immobilization via incorporation into `diluted' SAMs
[79,80,100,101,104,164], i.e., by intermixing unmodied linker chains between
the chromophore-functionalized alkyl groups, indeed preserves the switching
ability.
Furthermore, a pronounced and fully reversible SHG signal amplitude alteration is observed for the azobenzene SAM diluted to a chromophore concentration of 75 ± 5 % upon illumination with UV and visible light which is attributed to the trans ↔ cis isomerization (section 3.3.1). Polarization-resolved
SHG measurements conrm the presumed primarily upright orientation of the
trans -isomer [99104] and indicate an into-plain bending of the beforehand
interface-averted `upper' phenyl-ring upon isomerization (section 3.3.2). In
addition, the large isomerization cross-sections indicate an ecient decoupling
of the chromophore unit from the substrate (section 3.3.3). The suppression
of the photoisomerization ability is found to be a progressing eect which
initiates already at intermediate coverages, justifying the dilution strategy
(section 3.3.4). The thermal stability of the photostationary states, nally,
appears to depend on the presence of ambient water. At room temperature
a thermally induced cis → trans back reaction is observed under a protective
gas atmosphere, but not if the sample is exposed to air (section 3.3.5).

3.3.1. Non-Linear Optical Contrast and Reversibility
The azobenzene SAM containing 75 ± 5 % chromophore-functionalized alkyl
chains is illuminated with UV (365 nm, photon dose of nUV = 1.3 · 1020 cm−2 )
and visible (445 nm, nvis = 4.4 · 1019 cm−2 ) light to trigger the trans → cis
isomerization and vice versa, respectively. As veried quantitatively in the
following section, these photon doses are approximately one order of magnitude
higher than required to reach the respective photostationary states.
Figure 3.9A shows the data obtained by alternately illuminating the azobenzene SAM and measuring the SHG signal amplitudes. The switching of the
NLO response is found to be fully reversible over 19 illumination steps indicat-
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π -system and according reduction of the electronic conjugation of the SAM
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is schematically illustrated in gure 3.9B.
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Figure 3.9. Reversible photoswitching of the NLO response of the azoben-

zene SAM. (A) The SHG data labeled in purple and blue denote measurements
conducted subsequent to UV (365 nm, photon dose nUV = 1.3 · 1020 cm−2 ) and
visible (445 nm, nvis = 4.4 · 1019 cm−2 ) light illumination, respectively. The
pronounced NLO contrast results in SHG signal amplitude changes of 19 ± 3 %
and is attributed to the trans ↔ cis isomerization. (B) Illustration of the correlation between the NLO contrast measured in the SHG experiment and the
`geometric' rearrangement of the π -electron system in the isomerization.

As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the samples are
prepared under exclusion of UV light and should therefore solely contain
azobenzene chromophores immobilized in their thermally favorable trans -form
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[201, 204] prior to the illumination experiments. Accordingly, a comparison of the initial SHG signal amplitude prior to any light exposure and the
average trans -PSS signal level, allows to estimate the isomer ratio in the
trans -PSS. The prerequisite is the validity of the approximate proportionality
of the isomerization-induced SHG signal amplitude change and the number
of switched chromophores (equation 2.8). As depicted in gure D.1 of appendix D, the respective signal levels are equal within the given experimental
accuracy. The upper limit of the fraction of cis -isomers in the trans -PSS is
thus estimated not to be higher than approximately 20 %. This is a smaller
fraction in comparison to the 25-30 % measured for a similar azobenzene solved
in ethanol. However, this dierence might be attributable to a shift of the absorption bands of the isomers due to the dierent chromophore environments
in SAM and solution, respectively [161].

3.3.2. Interfacial Molecular Alignment
The results of the polarization-resolved SHG measurements on the azobenzenefunctionalized SAMs are shown in gure 3.10. The data are obtained by setting the probe beam polarization to either `p-in' (gure 3.10A) or `s-in' (gure 3.10B) which refer to an electric eld vector aligned under an angle of 45◦
relatively to the surface normal or parallel to the interface, respectively. In
addition, the polarization of the outgoing SHG beam is analyzed. The results
on the s- and p-polarized 400 nm detection are shown in red and green (`s-out')
and black and blue (`p-out'), respectively. Finally, each measurement is conducted on the trans - and the cis -PSS indicated by brighter and lighter colors,
respectively. SHG signal amplitude changes induced by switching to the cis PSS are indicated by the black arrows. The data are normalized with respect
to the most intense component (p-polarized probe and detection, trans -PSS,
black).
Four important observations can be derived from the depicted data. (1)
Measuring with a p-polarized probe beam, i.e., when the probing electric eld
has a component perpendicular to the interface, results in SHG signal amplitudes which are two orders of magnitude larger than the ones measured for the
s-polarized probe beam (cf. gure 3.10A vs. B). (2) The p-in/p-out polarization
combination results in approximately one order of magnitude larger SHG intensities in relation to the p-in/s-out polarization setting (gure 3.10A black vs
red curves). (3) The SHG signal amplitude measured with a p-polarized probe
beam signicantly decreases when switching from trans - to cis -azobenzene (gure 3.10A). (4) The SHG intensity measured using an s-polarized probe beam
increases in the trans → cis isomerization (gure 3.10B).
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Figure 3.10. Results of the polarization-resolved SHG measurements on the

azobenzene SAM for the polarization combinations (A) p-in/p-out (black) and
p-in/s-out (red) and (B) s-in/p-out (blue) and s-in/s-out (green), where `in'
and `out' denote the polarizations of the 800 nm probe and the 400 nm SHG
beam, respectively. Darker colors in both panels represent the trans -PSS. Colored areas indicate the experimental uncertainty. Data normalized with respect
to the most intense component (p-in/p-out, trans -PSS) for comparability.

Detailed theoretical calculations on the molecular hyperpolarizabilities are
necessary to conclude from this data on the precise interfacial molecular alignment. Nevertheless, several implications resulting from these substantial dierences upon varying the polarization settings can be derived. (1) The substantial dierence in the SHG signal amplitude when measuring with a p- and an
s-polarized probe beam, respectively, conrms the expectation that the trans isomers are oriented perpendicularly to the surface. Note that: (a) the cis -PSS
also contains a considerable number of molecules in the trans -state [161] and
(b) a background exists which is attributable to the linker chains. As these are
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inversion symmetric, the alkyl groups contribute to the second order nonlinear
surface susceptibility via the hyperpolarizability along the chains which is
interrupted at the symmetry breaking interface. A substantial contribution
to the SHG signal amplitude measured with a p-polarized probe beam thus
supports the expectation of a highly ordered, perpendicularly oriented selfassembled monolayer [99104]. (2) That the p-in/s-out polarization setting
also results in larger SHG signal levels in comparison to the measurements
using an s-polarized probe beam, might indicate towards a slight tilting of
the chromophores with respect to the surface normal for the azobenzene SAM
with a chromophore packing density of 75 ± 5 %. The reason is that in this
polarization combination the minor-diagonal components of the χ(2) tensor
are probed, which describe a correlation between the non-linear polarizability in the z-direction and along the other axes. (3) The pronounced decrease
in the SHG signal amplitude measured perpendicular to the surface and its
simultaneous increase parallel to the interface upon the trans → cis isomerization indicate an into-plain bending of the beforehand interface-averted `upper'
phenyl-ring, as the corresponding rearrangement of the π -electron system can
be expected to result in a pronounced alteration of the interfacial second order
non-linear susceptibility.

3.3.3. Isomerization Cross-Sections
In order to determine the eciency of the isomerization reactions in terms of
the respective cross-sections, the sample is illuminated applying suciently low
photon uxes of fvis = 5.4·1015 s−1 cm−2 (445 nm) and fUV = 1.3·1016 s−1 cm−2
(365 nm). In gure 3.11A and B the measured SHG signals are shown along
with mono-exponential ts according to equation 2.14. The cross-sections
obtained from these ts are σvis = 3.1 ± 0.2 · 10−18 cm2 and σUV = 0.7 ± 0.1 ·
10−18 cm2 for the cis → trans and the trans → cis isomerization, respectively.
The comparison to azobenzene SAMs with rather large free space per molecule [95, 96] and to the fulgimide SAM in which only approximately every
fourth linker chain is chromophore-functionalized which both exhibit comparable isomerization cross-sections on the one hand and to the four orders of magnitude less eciently substrate-mediated photoswitching of the physisorbed
system TBA/Au(111) [94] on the other hand, reveals the eciency of the here
investigated switching processes. It furthermore indicates the absence of an
excitonic coupling for a major part of the chromophores at the packing density
of 75 ± 5 % and an eective decoupling between the functional unit and the
substrate and hence leads to the tempting conclusion on an intramolecular
photoexcitation mechanism.
Judging from the mono-exponential correlation between the photon dose and
the fraction of switched molecules on a non-cooperative switching behavior in
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Figure 3.11. Cross-sections of cis → trans (A) and trans → cis (B) isomer-

ization upon illumination with 445 nm and 365 nm, respectively. Shown are the
respective SHG signal amplitudes as a function of the photon dose. The monoexponential ts yield σvis = 3.1±0.2·10−18 cm2 and σUV = 0.7±0.1·10−18 cm2 ,
respectively.

contrast to the switching of complete domains mediated by nearest-neighbor
interaction observed for another system [165], is only possible with one restriction. As mentioned in section 3.1.2, due to (a) overlapping absorption bands
of the isomers and (b) the statistical probability of an excited chromophore to
relax back to the initial form, both the trans - and the cis -PSS contain a considerable residual fraction of the respective other isomer [161]. Whether the
respective residual isomers serve as `seeds' in a cooperative back-isomerization
cannot be concluded. However, as the data on both isomerization paths solely
show the saturating behavior and no initial exponential growth due to an increasing number of `seeds', a non-cooperative scenario appears to be more
likely.
It is remarkable that the cross-section of the cis → trans isomerization triggered by visible light illumination is larger than the one of the UV light-induced
trans → cis conformation when considering the respective absorption bands
of the two isomers [160]. Furthermore, the opposite is observed for a similar
system [95], as expected. Whether this unusual nding is the result of (a) a
shift in the absorption bands in comparison to solution due to the chemical
attachment to the alkyl chain as mentioned above, or (b) the alignment of the
transition dipole moments which can be expected to be dierent for the here in-
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vestigated SAM in comparison to the large linker system studied by Wagner et
al. [95], cannot be concluded. Further investigations are accordingly necessary,
for instance by means of polarization-resolved UV/visible spectroscopy [162],
a combined NEXAFWS and density functional theory approach [102, 177] or
via a theoretical modeling of the measured polarization-resolved SHG data.
The latter is currently in progress.

3.3.4. Inuence of the Chromophore Packing Density on
the Isomerization Ability
Figure 3.12 displays the results concerning the inuence of chromophore packing density on the isomerization ability of the azobenzene SAMs. Samples
with packing densities of 10 ± 5 %, 30 ± 5 %, 50 ± 5 %, 75 ± 5 % and 95 ± 5 %
are examined (gure 3.12A). The average SHG signal amplitude contrasts of
3.2 ± 0.9 %, 18.1 ± 3.0 %, 18.9 ± 3.4 %, 18.9 ± 2.6 % and 2.3 ± 1.5 % are found,
respectively (gure 3.12B).
The contrast does obviously not correlate linearly with the number of available chromophores. Given as a guide to the eye are two lines through the
origin labeled `min' and `max', which represent ts through the rst and the
second data point (10 ± 5 % and 30 ± 5 %) and through the rst and the fourth
data point (10 ± 5 % and 75 ± 5 %), respectively. The red highlighted area
resulting from these extrapolations constitutes the expected observable NLO
contrast, when assuming a linear correlation between the number of immobilized chromophores and the switching-inducible SHG signal amplitude change.
The obvious result is, that the NLO contrast measured for the 95 ± 5 % SAM
is signicantly lower than expected for a linear correlation (cf. `min' in gure 3.12B). A quenching mechanism, i.e., either steric hindrance or an excitonic
coupling as discussed in the introduction to this chapter is thus undoubtedly
operative. The second nding derived from the data displayed in gure 3.12B
is, that the quenching of the photoisomerization ability is a progressing eect.
On the one hand, apparently already at intermediate coverages an increasing
amount of chromophores is unable to switch as at least the NLO contrast measured for the 75 ± 5 % SAM is incompatible with the values determined for
the SAMs with lower coverages (cf. `max' in gure 3.12B). On the other hand,
this result conrms the statistical mixture of chromophore-functionalized alkyl
chains with the unmodied linkers found in XPS measurements for the here
investigated [162] and a similar azobenzene SAM [177]. Upon immersion, the
molecules apparently arrange to maximize the free space per molecule. This
might either be mediated by a dipoledipole repulsion among the azobenzene
molecules [213, 230] or by a fully statistical distribution, if the van der Waals
interaction strength among the chromophores is neglectable in comparison to
the one between the alkyl chains. However, at a certain intermediate coverage,
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Figure 3.12. (A) Isomerization-induced SHG signal amplitude changes upon

illumination with 365 nm and 445 nm of SAMs with dierent chromophore
packing densities: 10 ± 5 % (black), 30 ± 5 % (orange), 50 ± 5 % (red), 75 ± 5 %
(green) and 95 ± 5 % (gray). Data normalized to the average trans -PSS signal
level of the 75±5 % SAM for comparison. (B) Average NLO contrasts ∆ISHG =
[ISHG (trans PSS ) − ISHG (cis PSS )]/ISHG (cis PSS ) as a function of the chromophore
packing density. Comparably high contrasts are found for the intermediate
coverages of 30 ± 5 %, 50 ± 5 % and 75 ± 5 %. However, it is considerably
lower for the 10 ± 5 % and 95 ± 5 % samples, due to a lower amount of
chromophores and hindrance of the photoisomerization ability, respectively.
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the average intermolecular distance becomes to low to either provide sucient
free space for each chromophore to switch to the three-dimensional cis -form
or to avoid an excitonic coupling among adjacent chromophores, depending on
the exact quenching mechanism. Consequently, a further increase of the chromophore packing density from this point on, reduces the number of switchable
chromophores.
In summary, the strategy of intermixing alkyl chains as spacer groups is
justied by the observed quenching of the photoisomerization ability which is
a progressing eect with an onset at intermediate coverages. Furthermore, the
NLO contrast of the azobenzene SAM is found to be approximately constant
in the range between 30 ± 5 % and 75 ± 5 % surface coverage. In this intermediate coverage regime, apparently a balance between an increasing number of
chromophores and the progressing quenching of the photoisomerization ability
of an increasing amount of chromophoric units exists.
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Figure 3.13. For the azobenzene sample with a packing density of 75 % a

complete thermal cis → trans back-reaction is found to occur with a timeconstant of τcis -PSS = 70 ± 20 s at room temperature when measuring under
an inert gas (nitrogen, purity `5.0') atmosphere.
The results regarding the 75 % sample discussed in the previous sections 3.3.1,
3.3.2 and 3.3.3 are obtained by conducting the SHG illumination experiments
in air. The reason for the choice not to measure in an inert gas (nitrogen, purity
`5.0') atmosphere becomes evident from the data obtained for the initial exper-
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iments conducted under a protective gas atmosphere, shown in gure 3.13. Under theses conditions, the cis -PSS is thermally unstable at room temperature.
The sample switches completely back to the trans -PSS with a time-constant
of τcis -PSS = 70 ± 20 s which is comparable to the one found for a similar diluted azobenzene SAM investigated under UHV conditions [101]. Repeating
the illumination experiments on the same sample without the protective gas
atmosphere, i.e., with the sample exposed to air, results in the data shown in
gure 3.14. At these conditions, no indication for a thermal back-reaction is
found within 1.5 h. This nding is of paramount importance as a thermal eect
on the measurements described in the previous sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3
can accordingly be excluded. However, as exemplary shown for the 30 %
sample in gure 3.15, the cis -PSSs of the other azobenzene SAMs are only
partially stable at ambient conditions. The destabilization towards the trans PSS occurs with a time-constant of τcis -PSS = 160 ± 20 s and accordingly by
a factor of two slower in comparison to the 75 % sample under protective gas
atmosphere. The thermal back-reaction stops at an intermediate SHG signal
amplitude corresponding to roughly half of the chromophores in either switching state. This intermediate state is thermally stable for at least 17 h and can
eciently be switched back to the trans -PSS by means of 445 nm illumination, as also shown in gure 3.15. Preparation and measurement conditions
are equal for the 75 % SAM and the other samples except for the humidity of
approximately 60 ± 20 % and 30 ± 20 %, respectively.
In summary, three experiments on the inuence of the presence of water on
the thermal stability of the cis -PSS of the azobenzene SAMs are conducted,
yielding the following results. (1) A fast and completely thermally mediated
cis → trans back-reaction is observed for measurements under the protective
nitrogen atmosphere. (2) A slower and only partial thermal back-reaction
to a thermally stable intermediate state occurs, when measuring at low humidity. (3) The complete thermal stability of the cis -PSS is found at high
humidity. In accordance with the instability of the UV-PSS under UHV conditions [101], this allows for the assumption that the co-adsorption of water
apparently increases the barrier for a thermal back-reaction and thus stabilizes
the cis -isomer. However, these results demand for further experimental and
theoretical investigations.
It is necessary to elucidate the inuence of the thermal eect on the correctness of the determined NLO contrasts of the SAMs with packing densities
of 10 ± 5 %, 30 ± 5 %, 50 ± 5 % and 95 ± 5 % (section 3.3.4). The thermal
back-reaction opposes the UV light-induced trans → cis isomerization and the
measured SHG signal amplitude changes might thus be too small and accordingly not comparable to the NLO contrast of the thermally stable 75 % sample.
The data discussed in section 3.3.3 yields a time-constant of 61 ± 4 s to switch
the sample back to the trans -PSS by means of an illumination with 445 nm
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Figure 3.14. No indication for a thermal back-reaction at room temperature
is found within 1.5 h for the 75 % azobenzene SAM when measuring at air.
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Figure 3.15. At low humidity a thermally induced back-isomerization to an
intermediate state with a time-constant of τcis -PSS = 160 ± 20 s is observed as
shown here for the 30 % sample. This state apparently contains approximately
equal amounts of both isomers according to the respective SHG signal amplitudes. It is thermally stable for at least 17 h and can eciently be switched
back to the trans -PSS by means of by 445 nm illumination.
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visible light at a power per area of pvis = 2.4 · 10−3 W/cm2 .
The comparison to the 160 ± 20 s measured for the thermal back-reaction
allows to derive a `power per area equivalent' (i.e., the power density needed to
achieve the 445 nm illumination photoisomerization in the same time which the
thermal back-reaction takes) of peqi. = 9.3±0.3·10−4 W/cm2 . At the same time,
the sample is illuminated with UV light at 365 nm which opposes the thermal
reaction with a power density of pUV = 11.6 · 10−2 W/cm2 . Additionally
considering a weighting-factor due to the dierent respective cross-sections
of σvis /σUV = 4.4 ± 0.7, these counteracting eects can be compared. The
fraction of thermally switched trans -isomers in the cis -PSS is estimated to be
4 ± 2 % and thus below the given experimental resolution. The NLO contrasts
determined in section 3.3.4 for the azobenzene SAMs with dierent packing
densities are accordingly correct, as is the comparison of this data to the value
measured for the thermally stable 75 % sample.

3.3.6. Summary: Azobenzene SAMs
Reversible control over the switching states of a self-assembled monolayer consisting of a three-to-one mixture of azobenzene-functionalized alkyl chains and
unmodied linkers on gold has been demonstrated. The trans ↔ cis isomerization has been triggered by illumination with visible (445 nm) and UV
(365 nm) light, respectively, and the switching state of the photochromic interface has been read out via the dierence in the second order non-linear
susceptibility between the respective PSSs. The resulting observed average
SHG signal amplitude change was determined to be 19 ± 3 %. Investigations
on a correlation between the chromophore packing density and the isomerization ability by comparing the respective NLO contrasts revealed that this value
is close to the optimum achievable compromise between the number of contributing chromophores and a progressing quenching of the isomerization ability with increasing packing density. The progressive quenching appears to be
in agreement with the statistical mixtures of the two types of molecules found
in XPS measurements for the here investigated [162] and similar azobenzene
SAMs [177]. Apparently, the decreasing intermolecular distance increases the
probability of an excitonic coupling between adjacent chromophores or results
in steric hindrance. The applied strategy of intermixing unmodied spacer
chains among the azobenzene-functionalized alkyl groups is thus justied.
It is surprising that the height of the barrier against the thermally induced
cis → trans back-isomerization was found to depend on the amount of ambient water. A thermal stabilization of the meta-stable cis -isomer appears
to be achievable via water co-adsorption. At room temperature, a thermal
stability of the cis -PSS has solely been observed at suciently humid conditions, while low humidity resulted in the formation of an intermediate ther-
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mal/photostationary state, i.e., the stabilization of solely a fraction of the
cis -molecules. Finally, when measuring in a protective nitrogen atmosphere,
i.e., under exclusion of water, a complete thermal back-reaction occured on
timescales of seconds. These ndings demand for a further investigation for
example by means of targeted water deposition in an UHV chamber or in
temperature-controlled SHG measurements.
The determined cross-sections of σvis = 3.1 ± 0.2 · 10−18 cm2 and σUV =
0.7 ± 0.1 · 10−18 cm2 are on the one hand on the same order of magnitude as
(a) the values reported for azobenzene SAMs with rather large free space per
molecule [95,96] and (b) the fulgimide SAM in which only approximately every
fourth linker chain is chromophore-functionalized. On the other hand, these
values are four orders of magnitude higher in comparison to the substratemediated photoswitching of the physisorbed system TBA/Au(111) [94]. Thus,
the eciency of the here investigated switching processes is revealed and an
eective decoupling between the functional unit and the substrate is indicated,
which leads to the tempting conclusion that the photoisomerization is triggered
by an intramolecular photoexcitation mechanism.
Polarization-resolved SHG measurements provided evidence for the assumed
origin of the NLO contrast to arise from the `geometric' rearrangement of the
π -electron system and thus from the according reduction in the degree of electronic conjugation perpendicular to the interface in the trans → cis isomerization. The second order non-linear susceptibility perpendicular to the surface
is two orders of magnitude larger than parallel to the interface and it signicantly decreases when the beforehand interface-averted `upper' phenyl-ring is
bent into plane, while the parallel component increases in the trans → cis
isomerization. Additional detailed information on the chromophore alignment
is obtainable, via a theoretical modeling of the azobenzene hyperpolarizabilities in accordance to the measured polarization-resolved SHG data, which is
currently in progress.
In summary, the here investigated photochromic interfaces are highly relevant for possible future applications in novel photonic and optoelectronic devices due to the reversibly switchable, substantial NLO contrast and the high
eciency of the isomerization processes. Regarding further investigations, an
increase of the NLO contrast could even be possible. This might for instance
be achievable by adding an intermediate layer with low susceptibility between
the linker-chains and the functional head-group.
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Chapter 4
Ultrafast Charge Transfer Across
a Donor/Acceptor Interface
The organic semiconducting donor polymer P3HT and the electron acceptor
molecule C60 are chosen to test the applicability of the time-resolved second
harmonic generation setup for the investigation of the photoinduced exciton
dynamics inherent to these prototypal materials for organic solar cells. In
particular, the intrinsic interface sensitivity and the femtosecond temporal
resolution render the TR-SHG technique suitable for monitoring the ultrafast
charge transfer across the C60 /P3HT interface, which is a decisive process in
the light-to-current conversion in organic photovoltaics. As outlined in the
introduction given in section 4.1, no consensus currently exists on the detailed
mechanisms from the initial photoabsorption to the electron transfer in general
and on the involvement of `hot excitons' in particular [15, 118, 121, 122, 132].
The latter term refers to the necessity of supplying excess energy in an abovebandgap excitation. The TR-SHG probe provides the means to investigate this
correlation as: (a) such hot excitons can be assumed to be highly delocalized
[117, 119] and thus to induce a strong distortion on the interfacial electron
density which is reected in the susceptibility tensor χ(2) [136, 137], (b) the
formation of an electric eld between donor and acceptor due to the CT,
which results in an electric eld enhancement of the SHG signal [13] and (c) a
variation of the pump beam wavelength allows to selectively tune the amount
of excess energy. As outlined in sample preparation section 4.2, the reason for
investigating the well-dened single heterojunction C60 /P3HT instead of the
usually chosen bulk-heterojunction P3HT:PCBM [110, 124, 125] is the desired
avoidance of the formation of undened interfacial clusters and domains [126,
127] which potentially interferes with an unambiguous interpretation of the
measured TR-SHG data.
For the pristine P3HT sample the initial excitation of hot singlet excitons
is found. These subsequently thermalize and localize on an ultrafast timescale
within the bands of the polymer (section 4.3). In the presence of the acceptor,
an ultrafast charge transfer is identied as the dominating relaxation channel
(section 4.4). Interestingly, the charge transfer yield correlates with the excita-
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tion wavelength and increases with the amount of excess energy (section 4.5).

4.1. Introduction: Charge Carrier Dynamics in
Organic Photovoltaics
Organic solar cells based on semiconducting polymers or molecules oer potential advantages over inorganic photovoltaic devices (IPVs), such as light weight,
low-cost fabrication and mechanical exibility [110]. However, the photoconversion mechanisms are completely dierent in the two types of devices which
renders established design principles of IPVs non-transferable to the novel organic materials. Most fundamentally, the absorption of a photon inside an
inorganic junction results in the creation of an almost unbound electronhole
pair while in OPVs excitons are produced, i.e., mobile excited states [231]. Although energetically excited, the electronhole pairs in organic semiconductors
are still rather tightly bound due to the poorly screened Coulomb barrier [15].
Their separation requires the incorporation of an electron attracting material
and the intermediate step of charge transfer from the donating semiconducting
polymer or molecule to the electron acceptor [232].
The by far most commonly used electron acceptors are fullerenes viz. C60
[233] as shown in gure 4.1 (top) and its solution processable derivative [6,6]phenyl-Cn -butyric acid methyl ester (n = 61: PC60 BM, n = 71: PC70 BM)
[123, 234, 235]. Due to their high electron anity and the superior ability to
transport charge, these molecules are considered the best acceptor component
currently available for OPVs [236]. Although few alternatives as electronaccepting silicon nanocrystals are proposed [132, 237], ongoing development
rather focuses on improving modications on fullerene derivatives [238, 239].
Regarding the electron donating component, however, numerous materials
are currently tested. These range from a wide variety of solution processable molecules and polymers [120, 240, 241] to polymers with explicitly low
bandgaps as PCPDTBT (poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H -cyclopenta[2,1b;3,4-b']-dithiophene)-alt -4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]) [242] which are of potential use in organic tandem solar cells [243] to molecules like pentacene which
are promising candidates to exceed the Shockley-Queisser-limit via singlet ssion [14,112116]. However, most OPVs are based on the semiconducting polymer P3HT shown in gure 4.1 (bottom). This material `replaced' polyphenylene vinylene (PPV) on which early work was focused [233, 244], due to the
improved absorption and increased hole mobility [245]. As the lm morphology is known to have a signicant inuence on the OPV performance [246],
it is important to consider the respective alkyl chain substituent positions at
neighboring thiophene rings: as two equivalent positions are available, a random and a periodic arrangement along the polymer chain are feasible. The de-
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gree of `regioregularity' (RR) aects the hole mobility which is only for purest
RR-P3HT comparable to the electron transport properties of PCBM [247].
While the `regiorandom' (RRa) polymer forms amorphous lms upon spin
coating [246], RR-P3HT self-organizes into lamella structures of weakly interacting H-aggregates, i.e., a π -stacking-mediated superstructure [248], with an
interchain distance of approximately 3.8 Å [249]. The aggregation has a signicant impact on the electronic properties of the lm which manifests in the
energy level splitting [250] responsible for the characteristic absorption spectrum of RR-P3HT lms exhibiting a pronounced vibronic pattern (while it is
featureless for RRa-P3HT) [251].
As exciton diusion lengths in organic semiconductors are short in comparison to the lm thicknesses necessary for ecient optical absorption [157]
the realization of an OPV using a single heterojunction suers from low external quantum eciencies [125]. Blending the electron acceptors into the
active layer is considered to circumvent this problem by enabling to tailor
the donor and acceptor domain sizes via the preparation parameters and by
drastically increasing the area of the interface [248]. Since the rst reported
realization of a solar cell based on a polymer:fullerene blend in 1995 [244],
numerous studies have been published on photovoltaic devices based on the
bulk-heterojunction concept. One of the most prominent donor/acceptor systems is P3HT:PCBM [124]. But the wide spread of reported eciencies of
devices based on this prototypal blend [110], all being well below the values
reached by state-of-the-art inorganic multi-junction solar cells [252], indicates
the need for further investigations of the underlying ultrafast photoinduced
dynamics at the D/A interface.
In particular, the role of the excess energy from above-bandgap excitation
currently experiences revision from being generally considered to be lost in
waste heat [14]. On the one hand, recent ndings indicate the crucial role
of hot excitons: (1) for populating the CT states [117], (2) to overcome the
poorly screened Coulomb barrier in organic semiconductors and avoid trapping
in relaxed CT ground states localized at the interface [15] and (3) to enhance
the probability of charge dissociation out of delocalized CT states [118]. Furthermore, although theoretical modeling is generally diculty due to the large
system sizes [15], wavefunction-based ab initio calculations recently revealed
that the experimentally observed delocalization of excitonic states accompanying the high energetic excitation [117] is crucial to the stabilization of the CT
states [119]. On the other hand, for the ultrafast charge separation into bandlike acceptor states in blends of small molecules and polymers with fullerenes,
respectively, no indication for the need of thermal (i.e., in the sense of Onsagerlike models [253]) excess energy has been found [120]. Furthermore, no correlation between the excitation energy and the external quantum eciency
(EQE) of a variety of OPV model systems has been found in recent exten-
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sive studies [121, 122]. These contradicting results emphasize the necessity of
a better understanding of the light-to-current conversion processes in organic
votovoltaics.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the TR-SHG experiment. A pump

pulse generates hot, delocalized excitons in the semiconducting polymer P3HT.
The corresponding distortion of the electron density is reected in the second
order non-linear susceptibility χ(2) which is sampled by the probe pulse. In
the presence of the electron acceptor C60 a charge transfer is possible. The
corresponding formation of an interfacial electric eld amplies the SHG signal
(EFISH). The introduction of a variable temporal delay ∆t between the laser
beams allows for monitoring the temporal evolution of the excitonic population
and the CT dynamics in TR-SHG experiments.

Figure 4.1 illustrates, how time-resolved second harmonic generation is applied to investigate the charge transfer dynamics at the donor/acceptor interface on a femtosecond timescale. The applied 800 nm wavelength of the probe
beam corresponds to a photon energy of 1.55 eV which is not absorbed by neither of the investigated compounds [12,254]. While the pump photon energies
of 2.15 eV to 1.90 eV are still well below the bandgap energy of the acceptor [39], the respective pump wavelengths of 576 nm to 652 nm are absorbed
by the semiconducting polymer. Pump beam powers are kept below 3 mW
which corresponds to an excitation intensity of 30 µJ/cm2 close to the solar exposure [132], to avoid beam damage as monitored by means of iterative
measurements and to exclude undesired eects as excitonexciton annihilation [156158] or even thermally induced absorbance shifts [159] as discussed
below in terms of the SHG signal amplitude changes as a function of the pump
beam power.
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4.2. Sample Preparation
To prevent a degradation of the samples due to exposure to oxygen [149] or
water [150], known to result in a loss in charge carrier mobility in organic donor
polymers [151] all TR-SHG experiments are carried out under a protective gas
atmosphere (nitrogen, purity `5.0').

4.2. Sample Preparation
Samples were prepared by Steen Roland and Marcel Schubert in the group of
Prof. Dieter Neher at the Institut für Physik und Astronomie at the Universität Potsdam by vacuum evaporation of C60 (99 % purity, purchased from MER,
gure 4.1 top) and spin coating of RR-P3HT (regioregularity > 98 %, average
molecular weight < 50, 000 MW, purchased from BASF (`Sepiolid P200'), gure 4.1 bottom) onto optically polished sapphire substrates (purchased from
CrysTec). The 15 g/l P3HT containing chlorobenzene solution was spun at
1800 rpm for 20 s at room temperature without additional annealing. Film
thicknesses were in the case of C60 controlled via the dosing time which was
calibrated by means of a quartz microbalance. For P3HT the absorbances
were measured by means of UV/visible spectroscopy and gauged against the
prolometrically determined height of the thickest lm.
Pristine C60 and P3HT samples used as references with respect to the D/A
sample. The latter was prepared by evaporating 12 nm C60 on top of a 50 nm
thick P3HT absorption layer. Vacuum evaporation of the not soluble C60
was chosen instead of spin coating of PCBM to reduce diusion of acceptor
molecules into the donor layer. Stacked systems were selected instead of bulkheterojunctions to reduce the complexity of the investigated system to a single,
well-dened interface. This facilitates an unambiguous interpretation of the
measured TR-SHG data as in bulk-heterojunctions a recombination associated
with interrupted percolation pathways and cross-currents of electrons and holes
cannot be excluded [132]. However, the photoinduced dynamics at the D/A
interface of this model system can be expected to be very similar to those in
P3HT:PCBM blends, as phase-separation results in the formation of domains
of donor and acceptor molecules in the blends [126,127] and thus to (less well-)
dened domain boundaries across which the charge transfer occurs in theses
systems.
The verication of the success of the preparation strategy by means of
polarization-resolved SHG measurements sensitive to interfacial roughness is
given in appendix E.
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Figure 4.2. TR-SHG data of pristine P3HT. The pump beam induces a
pronounced decrease in the SHG signal amplitude at time zero. The NLO
response returns to the initial level within a few picoseconds. The t (blue) is
the iterative convolution of the cross-correlation with a bi-exponential function,
yielding τ1 = 154 ± 6 fs and τ2 = 1370 ± 80 fs. The changes in the NLO
response are attributed to the initial excitation and subsequent thermalization
and localization of hot singlet excitons.
4.3. Exciton Dynamics in Pristine P3HT and
C60
Figure 4.2 shows the TR-SHG data of pristine P3HT. The pump-induced excitation at time zero leads to a decrease in the SHG signal amplitude which
returns to the initial level within a few picoseconds. The data are tted (blue
curve) by iteratively convoluting the Gaussian prole of the cross-correlation of
pump and probe pulses with a bi-exponential function yielding τ1 = 154 ± 6 fs
and τ2 = 1370 ± 80 fs. Numerous studies have been conducted for the polymer, mostly based on time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy. Consensus on the nature of the initial excitation apparently exists, that singlet
excitons are immediately excited [128133], although in some reports the possibility of an additional instantaneous population of polarons [130, 131], polaron pairs [128, 133] and even free charges [129] is discussed. In contrast,
other groups report on the formation of interchain polarons not initially but
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within less than one picosecond out of the initial singlet population [132], which
might also explain the here observed time-constants. Another explanation for
the fast decay of the TR-SHG signal might be the geminate recombination
of polaron pairs reported by few groups [128, 133] while in contrast others
attribute these decay channels to time-constants of hundreds of picoseconds
or longer [129, 131, 255]. Regarding the aforementioned ultrafast interchain
polaron formation, the question would be, why the SHG signal amplitude decreases by more than 20 % for the excitation of singlet excitons, while the presence of interchain polarons does not aect the signal level, in contrast. Considering the inuence of excess charges and unscreened dipoles on the non-linear
susceptibility of surrounding molecules revealed in theoretical studies and hyper Raman scattering experiments [136, 137], an alternative explanation for
the observed dynamics appears to be more likely. It is known that the initial
hot exciton population is highly delocalized and that their thermalization is
accompanied by localization on ultrafast timescales [117, 130, 134, 135]. This
delocalization can consequently be assumed to induce pronounced distortions
in the electron density. As the latter correlates with the non-linear susceptibility, the observed TR-SHG signal evolution is assigned to originate from
the initial excitation and subsequent energetic relaxation and corresponding
localization of hot singlet excitons.
To elucidate why the thermalization within the donor occurs with two timeconstants, the sample is investigated by means of spectroscopic SHG and
UV/visible absorption measurements, the latter conducted by Marcel Schubert in the group of Prof. Dieter Neher at the Institut für Physik und Astronomie at the Universität Potsdam. Figure 4.3A shows the TR-SHG data on
pristine P3HT obtained for dierent excitation wavelengths. In contrast to the
bi-exponential decay found using pump wavelengths of 576 nm and 618 nm,
only the fast decay is observed subsequently to the 652 nm excitation, yielding τ = 160 ± 50 fs. This is the only applied wavelength insucient for the
population of the S2 band as depicted in gure 4.3B. Accordingly, the fast relaxation channel is associated with the energetically lower S1 band. While the
slow decay channel obviously needs to be associated with the S2 band, several
possibilities for the detailed underlying relaxation mechanism are conceivable.
First of all, Brown et al. propose that the S0 → S1 transition originates from
an intrachain excitation while the S0 → S2 excitation is associated with an
interchain exciton [256]. In this regard, two dierently (de-)localized species
of electronhole pairs would be excited and the localization within one and
among adjacent chains would be the origin of the two observed time-constants,
respectively. However, other groups report on a signicantly improved agreement between experimentally observed and theoretically modeled absorption
spectra by assuming an interchain excitation in the two-dimensional lamella
aggregate structure regardless of the excitation energy, i.e., the existence of
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Figure 4.3. Spectroscopic TR-SHG data of pristine P3HT at varying pump

beam wavelengths (A) and absorbance of the same sample (B). At 652 nm
pump wavelength solely the S1 band is populated and only the fast decay is
observed (τ1 = 160 ± 50 fs). At higher excitation energies also the S2 band
gets populated and the slow de-excitation channel is additionally observed.
Black dashed lines in (B) indicate the (vibronic) absorption bands which derive
from the π -stacking-mediated self-organized lamella RR-P3HT superstructure.
The bars indicate the applied excitation wavelengths (colors not in accordance
for presentation purposes). UV/visible measurement conducted by Marcel
Schubert in the group of Prof. Dieter Neher, Universität Potsdam.

only one excitonic species [251, 257, 258]. Whether the slow decay channel
needs to be associated with thermalization of excess vibronic energy (resulting
from the FranckCondon transition [251]) within the S2 band or originates
from an S2 → S1 transition, cannot be concluded here.
For pristine C60 (gure 4.4) the TR-SHG signal amplitude rises during the
excitation indicated by the cross-correlation shown in red. The SHG signal
remains at the high level within the 20 ps time window of the measurement
(cf. gure F.1, appendix F), indicating the population of a long-living excitonic state. The optically dipole allowed direct excitation of triplet excitons
can be excluded as the origin of the SHG signal change due to the insucient
applied pump photon energy [39]. In contrast, Frenkel-type singlet excitonic
states with nanosecond lifetimes are reported (although dipole forbidden) to
be optically excitable with photon energies down to 1.57 eV [12, 39]. An alternative explanation for the observed NLO contrast accounting for the electron
anity of the acceptor molecules could be the direct excitation of `charged
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Figure 4.4. TR-SHG data of pristine C60 . The initial 575 nm excitation

(cross-correlation shown in red) leads to an increase of the TR-SHG signal amplitude which remains constant for at least 20 ps (cf. gure F.1, appendix F).
As this wavelength is insucient for the excitation of triplet excitonic states
and singlet transitions are optically dipole forbidden, the change in the NLO
response is attributed to the population of long-living `charged polarons'.

polarons' as predicted by theory [138,139] and observed in time-resolved spectroscopy [140]. An argument against the Frenkel-type singlet excitons is the
expected formation of band-like states in fullerene aggregates [120] for which a
change in localization on ultrafast timescales as observed for the semiconducting polymer and an according dynamic alteration of the NLO response would
be expected. The `charged polarons', however, constitute pairs of charges on
adjacent molecules with a constant degree of localization and long term stability [140]. In this case, the symmetry breaking interface would be expected
to give rise to an electric eld enhancement of the SHG signal. Therefore,
the latter assignment appears to be the more reasonable interpretation for the
observed change in the SHG signal amplitude. Noticeably, the overall nonlinear response of the C60 sample is more than one order of magnitude smaller
than for the pristine P3HT sample. On the one hand, this corresponds to the
expectations as the applied visible wavelength is not absorbed by the acceptor material. On the other hand, this circumstance is also necessary for the
unambiguous interpretation of the data on the D/A sample as derived in the
following section.
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Figure 4.5. (A) The TR-SHG data of the C60 /P3HT sample imply an initial

excitation of the donor and a subsequent time-delayed CT. The t yields τCT =
320 ± 20 fs for the population of the intermediate state. The red dashed (sum
of pristine P3HT and C60 data) and dash-dotted (amplitude-inverted C60 data)
curves are guides to the eye (scaled for presentation purposes). (B) In contrast
to the steady state (left), the system is initially distorted by hot, delocalized
excitons (middle). At large delays these thermalize and localize. Albeit, the
SHG signal gets enhanced by electric eld formation resulting from CT (right).
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4.4. C60 /P3HT Charge Transfer Dynamics
Figure 4.5A shows the TR-SHG data of the C60 /P3HT sample. The red dashed
curve is given as a guide to the eye. It constitutes the sum of the TR-SHG
data of both pristine samples (cf. gures 4.2 and 4.4) which should reect
the expected qualitative observation if the presence of the acceptor would not
inuence the induced dynamics in the donor and vice versa. While the initial
signal decrease at short delays resembles the dynamics observed for pristine
P3HT, the long term temporal evolution of the signal reects a completely
dierent behavior, as the SHG signal amplitude does not return to the initial
level. It remains constant at the low level for the 50 ps time window of the
measurement (cf. gure F.2, appendix F). The signal level at long delays
cannot originate from a state which is directly populated by the pump beam
as in the case of pristine C60 . This is qualitatively illustrated by the red
dash-dotted line given as a guide to the eye, which is obtained by multiplying
the normalized C60 signal by a factor of −0.5. As the topmost C60 layer is
only 12 nm thin and the 579 nm excitation wavelength is within the optical
gap of the acceptor [39], the pump beam initially predominantly excites hot,
delocalized singlet excitons inside the donating P3HT layer. In the presence
of the electron acceptor, an additional interface-derived de-excitation pathway
besides the fast thermalization channel within P3HT exists, namely the charge
transfer to C60 . Hence, the local maximum in the SHG signal of the D/A
sample observed at a pumpprobe delay of 350 fs denotes the turning point
between the two non-equilibrium contributions to the SHG signal, viz.: (1)
the decreasing distortion of the interfacial electron density by hot delocalized
excitons (gure 4.5B medium panel) and (2) the eld enhancement from the
charge transfer across the interface (gure 4.5B right panel). The blue curve in
gure 4.5A results from the iteratively convoluting t which incorporates the
thermalization of hot excitons and the delayed population of the CT state out
of the initially excited singlet excitons. It yields τP3HT = 146 ± 8 fs identical
to the localization within P3HT and τCT = 320 ± 20 fs for the population
of the CT state. The latter time-constant ts well to other reported subpicosecond population times of charge transfer states in similar systems as
P3HT:PCBM [131], P3HT blends and bulk-heterojunctions with silicon [132],
PCPDTBT:PCBM [118] or copper-phthalocyanine bilayers with C60 and C70
[15].
Interestingly, an additional population of the CT state delayed by several
picoseconds due to exciton drift as reported by Guo et al. [131], is not observed here (cf. gure F.2, appendix F). Apparently the majority of the CT
occurs on the ultrafast timescales prior to the hot exciton thermalization and
localization. Furthermore, the picosecond decay channel assigned to either the
thermalization and localization within the S2 band or the S2 → S1 interband
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relaxation observed for the pristine P3HT sample, is apparently not competitive to the CT channel. This nding allows for the important conclusion that
a strong coupling between the S2 band and the CT state exists, which could be
exploitable to increase the charge transfer yield by providing excess excitation
energy, as elucidated in the subsequent section.

4.5. C60 /P3HT Charge Transfer Yield
As outlined in the experimental section, the amount of transferred charge is
approximately proportional to the change in the SHG signal level at large
delays [13]:

∆ICT ≈ η · I 2 (ω)E DC ,

(4.1)

where the proportionality factor η contains the dependence on the dielectric
function [259, 260] and the nonlinear susceptibility, I(ω) is the probe beam
intensity and E DC ∝ QCT is the interfacial electric eld which is related to the
transferred charge in the approximation of a parallel plate capacitor. Accordingly, the correlation between the CT yield and the excess excitation energy
can be elucidated by measuring the SHG signal amplitude change ∆ICT (λ)
at large delays as a function of the pump photon energy. However, as the
absorbance of the donor also depends on the excitation wavelength, ∆ICT (λ)
needs to be normalized to the number of initially excited electronhole pairs.
In the case of suciently low excitation densities to avoid undesired eects as
excitonexciton annihilation [156158] or even thermally induced absorbance
shifts [159] (and for small initial TR-SHG signal amplitude changes ∆I0 (λ) in
comparison to the steady state signal level cf. equation 2.8), ∆I0 (λ) is proportional to the initial exciton population. That this is indeed the case for the
conducted experiments is shown in gure 4.6. Both, the SHG signal changes
at large and short delays ∆ICT (λ) and ∆I0 (λ), respectively, scale linearly with
the pump beam intensity. If the excitons would act as quenchers for each other,
the SHG signal changes as a function of the pump intensity would increasingly
saturate. Therefore, ∆ICT (λ)/∆I0 (λ) is constant as a function of the pump
power (gure 4.6B blue curve) while as a function of the excitation wavelength,
this term constitutes a measure for the CT yield.
In a next step, the photon energy of the pump beam is varied to excite the
polymer energetically above (576 nm), in overlap with (618 nm) and below
(652 nm) the S0 → S1 absorption maximum at 610 nm (cf. gure 4.3B).
Figure 4.7A shows the spectroscopic TR-SHG data of the C60 /P3HT sample.
The dynamics induced by the intermediate pump photon energy are identical
(τP3HT = 146 ± 7 fs, τCT = 320 ± 20 fs) as for the 579 nm excitation. For the
652 nm excitation the charge transfer is slightly faster (τP3HT = 154 ± 26 fs,
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Figure 4.6. (A) TR-SHG data for the C60 /P3HT sample measured for vary-

ing excitation powers between 10 µJ/cm2 and 80 µJ/cm2 . (B) The measured
SHG signal contrasts at short and large delays ∆I0 (red) and ∆ICT (black),
respectively, scale linearly with the excitation power and ∆ICT /∆I0 (blue)
therefore constitutes a measure for the relative amount of transferred charge.
The minor observed osets result from the direct excitation of the acceptor
layer as discussed in appendix G.
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Figure 4.7. (A) The TR-SHG data on the C60 /P3HT sample measured for

dierent excitation wavelengths allow for two conclusions. First, as depicted
in (B), the CT state gets populated out of the S1 band of the polymer and
the process is enhanced if the excitation energy is sucient to involve the S2
band in addition. Second, the CT yield ∆ICT (λ)/∆I0 (λ) correlates with the
excitation wavelength. It increases by approximately 50 % when the pump
photon energy is increased from 1.90 eV to 2.14 eV as shown in (C).
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τCT = 249 ± 66 fs). From these results two important observations can be
derived. First, the charge transfer is also operative upon the 652 nm excitation
although the S2 band of the polymer is not populated. In conjunction with
the above nding of the direct, ultrafast CT population out of the S2 band for
higher excitation energies, the according conclusion is depicted in gure 4.7B:
the CT state gets populated out of the S1 band of the polymer and the process
is enhanced when the excess excitation energy is sucient to populate the S2
band in addition. Second, this results in an increased CT yield as a function
of the excitation wavelength as shown in gure 4.7C. The charge transfer yield
increases by approximately 50 % when the pump photon energy is altered from
1.90 eV to 2.14 eV. These numbers do not only conrm the qualitatively evident
competition between energetic relaxation and localization of hot excitons and
the charge transfer (cf. gure 4.5). They also show that the balance between
these two channels progressively shifts in favor of the CT state population with
increasing excess energy at the higher energetic excitations.

4.6. Summary: Exciton Dynamics
In summary, the intrinsic interface sensitivity of time-resolved SHG has been
utilized to investigate the photoinduced charge transfer dynamics at the C60 /
P3HT heterojunction. Induced dynamic changes in the interfacial electron
density were indeed found to be traceable due to: (a) the inuence of hot,
delocalized excitons initially excited in the polymer on the susceptibility of
the surrounding materials and (b) the electric eld enhancement of the TRSHG signal arising from the charge transfer across the D/A interface. In this
regard, spectroscopic SHG measurements conducted by varying the pump photon energy enabled the identication of the donor- and interface-derived electronic states involved in the charge transfer process. In addition, polarizationresolved SHG provided the suitable means for investigating the quality of the
interfaces of solution processed and vacuum evaporation deposited organic thin
lms and layered structures.
Two ultrafast decay channels of initially excited hot singlet excitons in pristine P3HT were observed and attributed to their energetic de-excitation and
corresponding localization within the S1 and S2 bands of the polymer. In the
presence of the acceptor, the ultrafast population of an interface-derived CT
state is identied. Based on spectroscopic TR-SHG data, obtained by varying
the pump beam wavelength, two important results on the charge transfer dynamics were derived. (1) The CT state gets populate out of the lower energetic
S1 band of the polymer and the process is enhanced if the excess excitation
energy is sucient to populate the S2 band in addition. (2) Most remarkably, in a quantitative analysis of the amounts of generated singlet excitons
and transferred charges to which the SHG amplitudes at dierent delays are
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approximately proportional, respectively, a correlation between the CT yield
and the excitation wavelength has been derived. It increases by approximately
50 % when the pump photon energy is altered from 1.90 eV to 2.14 eV.
It has to be kept in mind, however, that an increased charge transfer yield
does not necessarily result in an increased charge generation yield, as for example proposed by Grancini et al. [118]. Recent studies revealed no correlation
between the excitation energy and the quantum yield for charge separation in
a variety of OPV model systems [121,122]. However, an increased performance
of OPVs might be achievable by realizing both, a high CT yield out of a hot
exciton population as demonstrated here and an ecient charge separation.
While the former clearly indicates toward an advantage of low bandgap polymers [242,261,262] aside from considerations regarding the Shockley-Queisserlimit [14, 116], the latter should be subject to further investigations.
As demonstrated here for the D/A interface, investigating the dynamics
within the functional layers of an OPV rst individually and subsequently at
the pairwise interfaces leads to a stepwise understanding of each layer's contribution to the overall system functionality. Isolating the individual steps in
the light-to-current conversion process hence provides a decisive advantage in
comparison to the often practiced investigation of the properties of complete
devices as for example the direct measurement of the voltagecurrent characteristics. The approach therefore holds the key to an understanding of the
underlying processes in organic photovoltaics and accordingly for an improvement of device performance.
In a next step, aside from incorporating the above mentioned low bandgap
polymers [242, 261, 262], the inuence of transparent conducting oxide (TCO)
top and metallic bottom electrodes like tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) [263]
and gold, respectively, could be the subject to further investigations. Moreover, the need for additional interfacing layers could be studied which are considered to optimize the OPV performance [264]. For instance the transparent
polymer blend poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) [265] could be investigated, which is known to atten out imperfections in the ITO surface and to prevent separated electrons from reaching the top electrode. Another example is 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10phenanthroline (BCP) which is analogously incorporated to screen the cathode
against free holes [266].
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Second Harmonic Generation
In the framework of this thesis, an experimental SHG setup has been developed and realized. The inherent interface sensitivity of this experimental
probe has been utilized to investigate functionalized surfaces and functional
thin layers, viz. photochromic azobenzene and fulgimide self-assembled monolayers and the C60 /P3HT heterojunction. In each case, light has been applied
as an external stimulus to trigger electronic excitations and charge rearrangements in the respective systems which are subsequently monitored via the
change in the second order non-linear susceptibility tensor χ(2) to which the
SHG probe is sensitive. For the photochromic interfaces, these were static
changes in the degree of the conjugation and the orientation of the π -electron
system induced by visible and UV cw-light illumination. These resulted in
pronounced changes of the NLO responses when switching between the respective photostationary states. In case of the donor/acceptor heterojunction,
ultrafast exciton and charge transfer dynamics on a femtosecond timescale
were induced and observed by means of time-resolved SHG experiments. Regarding the latter, additional information was obtainable by varying the pump
beam wavelength, i.e., by conducting spectroscopic SHG measurements. In
each case, polarization-resolved SHG has proven particularly useful to obtain
geometric information, concretely on molecular alignment and accordingly the
orientation of the non-linear susceptibility and on the interfacial smoothness,
respectively. In summary, the SHG setup has proven to be a versatile experimental probe, capable of resolving induced changes in the interfacial electron
density with both, a sub-monolayer molecular sensitivity and a temporal resolution below 50 fs.

Photochromic Interfaces
Despite the obvious dierences between the two investigated chromophores
azobenzene and the indolyl-fulgimide, the observed characteristic NLO responses of the respective photochromic interfaces are surprisingly comparable. The NLO contrasts of 19 ± 3 % for the trans ↔ cis isomerization of
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the former and 17 ± 5 % for the ring-opening/ring-closure reaction of the
latter are equal within the given error bars and the respective cross-sections
of σvis = 3.1 ± 0.2 · 10−18 cm2 and σUV = 0.7 ± 0.1 · 10−18 cm2 as well as
σvis = 1.2 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 and σUV = 2.3 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 are on the same
order of magnitude. Taken together, in particular accompanied by the complete reversibility observed in 19 switching steps in both cases, these ndings
imply an ecient decoupling between the chromophores and the respective
substrates. In addition, when comparing these cross-sections to the four orders of magnitude smaller value for TBA/Au(111) on the one hand and to the
equally ecient isomerization of azobenzene SAMs with signicantly larger
adamantane core or TATA linker systems on the other hand, it is tempting
to conclude on an unhindered isomerization triggered by an intramolecular
excitation in both cases. Albeit, additional investigations on a correlation between the azobenzene chromophore packing density, i.e., on the NLO contrast
as a function of the ratio between azobenzene-functionalized alkyl chains and
unmodied linkers, reveal a progressing quenching probably due to excitonic
coupling or steric hindrance already at intermediate coverages.
As demonstrated for the fulgimide SAM, supporting theoretical investigations in the form of density functional theory as well as correlated wavefunction
method calculations in the present case performed by Manuel Utecht in the
group of Prof. Peter Saalfrank at the Institut für Chemie at the Universität
Potsdam, provide a powerful tool in interpreting and conrming experimentally obtained information on NLO properties of the photochromic interfaces.
In particular, the theoretical results allowed to conclude on the molecular
alignment. (1) The interruption in the electronic conjugation of the four-ring
π -system of the C-fulgimide in the ring-opening reaction due to the torsion between the indole and imide planes for the open isomers has been found to result
in a signicant dierence in the hyperpolarizabilities which nicely explains the
pronounced NLO contrast between the respective PSSs. (2) The alignment
of the chromophores is predominantly parallel to the surface normal and the
NLO contrast therefore applies perpendicular to the photochromic interface.
For the azobenzene SAMs, polarization-resolved SHG measurements provided evidence for the assumed origin of the NLO contrast. It arises from
the `geometric' rearrangement of the π -electron system and the according reduction in the degree of electronic conjugation perpendicular to the interface
in the trans → cis isomerization. The second order non-linear susceptibility
perpendicular to the surface is two orders of magnitude larger than parallel
to the interface and it signicantly decreases when the beforehand interfaceaverted `upper' phenyl-ring is bent into plane, while the parallel component
increases in this trans → cis isomerization. Additional detailed information
on the chromophore alignment is obtainable, by comparing the polarizationresolved SHG data on the second order non-linear susceptibility as a system
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property to the azobenzene molecular hyperpolarizabilities accessible in theoretical calculations as analogously done for the fulgimide SAMs. The latter is
currently in progress.
The thermal stability at room temperature found for both systems, is partially astonishing. While the here investigated fulgimide is known to posses
a suciently large thermal activation barrier to avoid thermal back-reactions,
the cis -isomer of azobenzene is in general meta-stable with a thermal activation barrier which strongly depends on the environment, i.e., the solvent or
the substrate. As it appears, the azobenzene SAM is thermally stable at room
temperature solely if a sucient amount of water is available viz. at high
humidity. A complete back-reaction in a protective nitrogen atmosphere has
been observed as well as a partial destabilization of the cis -PSS into a thermally stable intermediate state which contains an approximately equal ratio
of trans - and cis -isomers, respectively, in air at low humidity. This apparent
increase of the barrier for a thermal back-reaction and according stabilization
of the cis -isomer via water co-adsorption demands for a further investigation
for example by means of targeted water deposition in an UHV chamber. Furthermore, the aforementioned temperature-controlled SHG measurements via
incorporation of a Peltier-element constitute an intriguing next step in this
regard.
The major remaining challenge regarding the here investigated photochromic
interfaces en route towards innovative photonic and optoelectronic data processing and transmitting microelectronic components and data storage devices,
is a further improvement of the already substantial respective NLO contrasts.
This might be achievable by adding an intermediate layer with low second
order non-linear susceptibility between the linker-chains and the functional
head-group, as for the azobenzene SAMs a signicant background contribution from the alkyl chains has been observed. For the fulgimides, a further enhancement of the NLO contrast might be achievable by chemically modifying
the electronic structure of the chromophore. The two possible improvements
in this regard are: (a) an increased dierence in the rst hyperpolarizabilities
between the E- and the C-fulgimide as a molecular parameter and (b) an increased dierence in the interfacial second order non-linear susceptibility as a
system parameter, by suppressing the undesired E → Z reaction which reduces
the E → C yield.

Ultrafast Charge Transfer Processes
By investigating prototypal materials for organic solar cells, namely the organic
semiconductor P3HT and the electron acceptor C60 , this work aimed to contribute to the fundamental understanding of the ultrafast charge transfer across
the D/A interface. The combination of the intrinsic interface sensitivity with
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the femtosecond temporal resolution inherent to the SHG setup developed and
realized in the framework of this thesis, has proven particularly useful for the
investigation of the photoinduced charge transfer dynamics at the C60 /P3HT
heterojunction. Induced dynamic changes in the interfacial electron density
were indeed found to be traceable due to: (1) the inuence of hot, delocalized
excitons initially excited in the polymer on the susceptibility of the surrounding molecules and (2) the electric eld enhancement of the TR-SHG signal
arising from the charge transfer across the D/A interface. In this regard, spectroscopic SHG measurements conducted by varying the pump photon energy
enabled the identication of the donor- and interface-derived electronic states
involved in the charge transfer process. In addition, polarization-resolved SHG
provided the suitable means for investigating the quality of the interfaces of
solution processed and vacuum evaporation deposited organic thin lms and
layered structures.
The choice for the C60 /P3HT heterojunction instead of the commonly used
P3HT:PCBM blend, reduced the complexity of the system to a single, welldened interface. The photoinduced dynamics at the D/A interface of this
model system can be expected to be very similar to those in P3HT:PCBM
blends in which phase-separation results in the formation of donor and acceptor
domains. Regarding the charge transfer dynamics, the interface of the model
heterojunction investigated in the framework of this thesis thus corresponds
to the domain boundaries in the blended materials.
The rst step in developing an understanding of the dynamics at the investigated D/A interface was to study the pristine P3HT and C60 samples.
For the donor, a pronounced pump-induced change in the TR-SHG signal
amplitude was observed to return to the initial level within τ1 = 154 ± 6 fs
and τ2 = 1370 ± 80 fs. Considering experimental and theoretical reports on
the inuence of excess charges and unscreened dipoles on the non-linear susceptibility of surrounding molecules on the one hand and the high degree of
delocalization of hot excitons on the other hand, the observed TR-SHG signal
evolution is assigned to originate from the initial excitation and subsequent
thermalization and corresponding localization of hot singlet excitons. Interestingly, the de-excitation was found to exhibit a bi-exponential behavior. By
varying the pump beam wavelength, the involvement of two polymer-derived
bands S1 and the energetically higher S2 was deduced. In contrast, the pumpinduced TR-SHG signal amplitude change observed for pristine C60 was found
to remain constant within the 20 ps time window of the measurement. It was
assigned to originate from the excitation of `charged polarons', i.e., long-living
excitonic states, localized at adjacent fullerene molecules.
The TR-SHG data of the D/A sample resemble the dynamics observed for
pristine P3HT for short delays up to 350 fs which indicates the initial population and the onset of localization of hot excitons in the donor layer. Thereafter,
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the signal amplitude was found to decrease again instead of proceeding to return to the initial level. These dynamics indicate the delayed population of an
interface derived state out of the initial hot exciton population. In accordance,
the pronounced TR-SHG contrast at large delays is attributed to a eld enhancement induced by charge transfer. Interestingly, solely the thermalization
channel associated with the S1 band is still operative for the D/A sample,
while the ultrafast forming CT state appears to be directly populated out
of the energetically higher S2 band prior to de-excitation. Additional spectroscopic TR-SHG measurements conducted by varying the excitation wavelength
revealed that a charge transfer out of the S1 band is also operative. However,
the process gets signicantly enhanced if sucient excess excitation energy
is available, to additionally involve the S2 band. Most remarkably, the CT
yield was found to correlate with the excitation wavelength. It increases by
approximately 50 % when the pump photon energy is altered from 1.90 eV to
2.14 eV.
It has to be kept in mind that an increased charge transfer yield does not
necessarily result in an increased charge generation yield. Furthermore, recent
studies revealed no correlation between the excitation energy and the quantum
yield for charge separation in a variety of OPV model systems. Nevertheless,
an increased performance of OPVs might be achievable by realizing both, a
high CT yield out of a hot exciton population as has been demonstrated here
and an ecient charge separation. While the former clearly indicates toward
an advantage of low bandgap polymers aside from considerations regarding the
Shockley-Queisser-limit, the latter should be subject to further investigations.
As has been shown in the framework of this thesis for the C60 /P3HT heterojunction, investigating the dynamics within the functional layers of an OPV
rst individually and subsequently at the pairwise interfaces leads to a stepwise
understanding of each layer's contribution to the overall device functionality.
Isolating the individual steps in the light-to-current conversion process hence
provides a decisive advantage in comparison to the often practiced investigation
of the properties of complete devices as for example the direct measurement
of the voltagecurrent characteristics. The approach therefore holds the key
to an understanding of the underlying processes in organic photovoltaics and
accordingly for an improvement of device performances.
Regarding the corresponding continuation of the here presented experimental work, utilizing the inherent interface sensitivity and the femtosecond temporal resolution of the TR-SHG setup developed and realized in the framework of
this thesis, two intriguing next steps are feasible. First, low bandgap polymers
should be investigated with regard to the charge transfer yield as a function
of the excitation wavelength. Second, more complicated layered structures
could be investigated, for instance incorporating TCO top and metallic bottom electrodes like ITO and gold, respectively, or materials as PEDOT:PSS or
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BCP, known to atten out certain lm imperfections and to prevent separated
electrons and holes from reaching the top and bottom electrode, respectively.
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Abbreviations
2PPE
AES
ATR
BBO
C
c.c.
CS
CT
D/A
DC
DFG
E
EFISH
EOR
EQE
FWHM
GaAs
HOMO
HPLC
HREELS
IPV
ITO
KDP
Nd:YAG
NEXAFS
NIR
NIXSW
NLO
OPV
P3HT
PCBM
PEDOT:PSS

two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy
Auger electron spectroscopy
attenuated total reection
β -Bariumborat
closed/colored-fulgimide
complex conjugated
charge separation
charge transfer
donor/acceptor
direct current
dierence frequency generation
trans -fulgimide
electric eld enhanced second harmonic generation
electro-optical rectication
external quantum eciency
full width at half maximum
gallium arsenide
highest occupied molecular orbital
high performance liquid chromatography
high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
inorganic photovoltaic device
tin-doped indium oxide
potassium dihydrogen phosphate
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet
near edge x-ray absorption ne structure spectroscopy
negative ion resonance
normal incidence x-ray standing wave
non-linear optical
organic photovoltaic device
poly(3-hexylthiophene)
phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
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PIR
PL
PPV
PSS
RR
RRa
SAM
SF
SFG
SHG
STM
STS
TA
TATA
TCO
TBA
TTL
UHV
UV
XPS
Z

positive ion resonance
photoluminescence spectroscopy
polyphenylene vinylene
photostationary state
regioregular
regiorandom
self-assembled monolayer
singlet ssion
sum frequency generation
second harmonic generation
scanning tunneling microscopy
scanning tunneling spectroscopy
transient absorption spectroscopy
triazatriangulenium
transparent conducting oxide
3,3',5,5'-tetra-tert -butyl-azobenzene
transistortransistor logic
ultra high vacuum
ultraviolet
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
cis -fulgimide
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Appendix B
Technical Drawings
Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the technical drawings of the chamber parts
`wall A' and `wall B', `wall C' and `wall D' as well as `top' and `bottom',
respectively.
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Figure B.1. Technical drawings of the experimental chamber parts `wall A'
(A) and `wall B' (B).
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Figure B.2. Technical drawings of the experimental chamber parts `wall C'
(A) and `wall D' (B).
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Figure B.3. Technical drawings of the experimental chamber parts `top' and
`bottom'.
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Appendix C
Fulgimide SAM: Background
Correction
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Figure C.1. The linear reectivity of the sample is recorded during the

measurement. The resulting blue and green solid lines yield a reduction in the
laser stability of 1.5 %. As the linear reectivity is considerably less sensitive
to the interface in comparison to the second order non-linear SHG process, the
decrease in reectivity is attributed to a loss in laser power. The red solid line
illustrates the correspondingly corrected data. The blue line is oset by 0.05 V
for illustration purposes.

The linear reectivity of the fulgimide SAM measured by means of the photodiode behind the dichroic mirror decreases during the measurement by 1.5 %.
As mentioned in the experimental chapter, the linear reectivity is considerably less sensitive to the interface in comparison to the second order non-linear
SHG process. The observed signal intensity loss is accordingly attributed to
a loss in laser stability which is usually on this order of magnitude during the
period of a day. A background subtraction corresponding to the reduction in
reectivity is therefore performed, as depicted in gure C.1.
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Appendix D
Azobenzene SAMs: Initial Ratio
of trans -Azobenzene
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Figure D.1. SHG intensity measured for the 75 % azobenzene SAM as

a function of illumination steps. Data labeled in purple and blue denote
measurements conducted subsequent to UV (365 nm, photon dose nUV =
1.3 · 1020 cm−2 ) and visible (445 nm, nvis = 4.4 · 1019 cm−2 ) light illumination,
respectively. The black curve is obtained for the initial SHG measurement prior
to UV light exposure. Data are normalized to the amplitude of the latter for
comparability. The initial SHG intensity is equal to the signal level associated
with the trans -PSS within the given experimental accuracy. As these measurements are conducted under a protective gas (N2 , purity `5.0') atmosphere, the
cis -PSS is thermally unstable at room temperature (cf. section 3.3.5).

The samples are prepared under exclusion of UV light and should therefore
solely contain azobenzene chromophores immobilized in their thermally favorable trans -form [201,204] prior to the illumination experiments. Accordingly, a
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comparison of the initial SHG signal amplitude prior to any light exposure and
the average trans -PSS signal level, allows to estimate the isomer ratio in the
trans -PSS. The prerequisite is the validity of the approximate proportionality
of the isomerization-induced SHG signal amplitude change and the number
of switched chromophores (equation 2.8). As depicted in gure D.1, the respective signal levels are equal within the given experimental accuracy. The
upper limit of the fraction of cis -isomers in the trans -PSS is thus estimated
not to be higher than approximately 20 %. Note that these measurements
are conducted under a protective gas (nitrogen, purity `5.0') atmosphere. The
cis -PSS is therfore thermally not stable at room temperature, as discussed in
detail in section 3.3.5.
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Appendix E
C60/P3HT: Well-Dened
Interfaces
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Figure E.1. (A) While the electric eld of the p-polarized probe beam has a

component perpendicular to the surface and therefore samples the components
of the second order non-linear susceptibility tensor χ(2) in that direction, an
s-polarized probe beam is `unaware' of the presence of an ideally at surface
(for simplicity only the response of one interface is illustrated). (B-D) For
each sample the overall SHG signal amplitudes measured in s-polarization are
small and the TR-SHG signal changes at time zero are neglectable compared
to the data measured for the p-polarized probe beam, indicating homogeneous
samples and well-dened interfaces. SHG data measured in s-polarization are
oset by the stated respective count rates for comparability.
The success of the preparation strategy is justied via polarization-resolved
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SHG measurements sensitive to interfacial roughness. Figure E.1A illustrates
how the intrinsic interface sensitivity of SHG can be utilized for the evaluation
of a sample's interface and surface smoothness in polarization-resolved SHG
measurements. While the electric eld vector of a p-polarized probe beam has
a component perpendicular to the surface and is therefore able to sample the
components of the second order non-linear susceptibility tensor χ(2) pointing
in that direction, the s-polarized probe beam is completely `unaware' of the
presence of an ideally at interface. Hence, for the homogeneous C60 sample
(gure E.1B) the SHG signal amplitude measured for an s-polarized probe
beam is one order of magnitude smaller than for the p-polarized probe beam
and shows no detectable change at time zero, indicating a well-dened, smooth
surface. In the case of an asymmetric sample like the spin coated P3HT layer,
the interface sensitivity of SHG is slightly reduced due to the inhomogeneity
of the sample. In this case, the weak SHG signal amplitude measured for
the s-polarized probe beam partially arises from a bulk and from an interfacial contribution. Although the respective quantitative contributions cannot
be distinguished, the interfacial smoothness appears to be high, judging from
dierence in the signal level change at time zero measured for the two polarizations (gure E.1C). For the C60 /P3HT heterojunction (gure E.1D) the SHG
signal amplitude measured for the s-polarized probe beam is by a factor of ve
smaller as measured for the p-polarized probe beam and the signal level change
at time zero can be neglected in comparison. That the signal amplitude change
is smaller in comparison to the the P3HT sample and that it does not show
the initial decrease observed for pristine P3HT (cf. gure E.1C), indicates a
very well-dened interface and therefore justies the preparation strategy.
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Appendix F
C60/P3HT: Dynamics at Large
Delays
Figures F.1 and F.2 show the long term temporal evolution of the TR-SHG
data of pristine C60 and of the C60 /P3HT heterojunction, respectively. In
both cases, no signal decrease is found on picosecond timescales which implies
a constant population and degree of localization for the observed `charged
polarons' [138140] and charge transfer excitons, respectively.

SHG Intensity (normalized)
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1.00
0
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15

20

Figure F.1. The pump-induced SHG signal amplitude increase observed for

the pristine C60 sample is attributed to the population of long-living `charged
polaron' states. The signal level remains constant within the 20 ps timeframe of
the measurement, indicating no decay and a constant degree of localization of
the excited species in contrast to the hot singlet excitons observed for pristine
P3HT.
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Figure F.2. The interface-derived charge transfer state responsible for the

SHG signal amplitude change observed for the C60 /P3HT sample appears to
be long-living as the corresponding eld enhancement is found to be constant
within the 50 ps timeframe of the measurement.
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Appendix G
C60/P3HT: Direct Acceptor
Excitation
As outlined in chapter four, the SHG signal amplitude alteration as a function
of the excitation intensity ∆I(Ppump ) shown in gure G.1A exhibits a small
oset when extrapolating the data to zero pump power. This is due to the
direct excitation of the acceptor which needs to be subdivided into two contributions. First, the 12 nm thick top C60 layer also absorbs a fraction of the
pump pulse according to gure 4.4. Second, although the absorbance of C60
at the 800 nm probe beam wavelength is more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than for the applied pump beam wavelengths [12], the probe beam
power is almost one order of magnitude higher and might thus also slightly
excite the acceptor layer. Figure G.1B displays the results of the attempt to
account for both eects and correct the data on the SHG signal amplitude
changes as a function of the excitation intensity ∆I(Ppump ) which is important as the evaluation of the charge transfer yield is based on these data sets.
The eect of the pump beam is accounted for by reducing the SHG signal
intensity at positive delays by 2.3 counts/s per mW. This corresponds to the
signal amplitude change observed for the 20 nm thick pristine C60 sample. To
account for a possible excitation of the acceptor by the probe beam, the SHG
signal levels at all delays are increased by a constant value of 40 counts/s,
corresponding to 10 % of the signal amplitude at positive delays, reasonable
for the dierences in pump and probe beam powers and the absorbances of
C60 at the respective wavelengths. The orange and gray open circles shown in
gure G.1B represent the corrected data. As indicated by the respective ts,
the corrections reduce the oset as expected. Unfortunately, without conducting pumpprobe experiments with two 800 nm beams and successively varying
the probe beam powers, it is unknown which of the two eects contributes to
which extend. However, as both the SHG signal amplitude change at short
delays due to hot excitons and at large delays due to charge transfer excitons
are aected to equal extends, the charge transfer yield is almost unaected by
the oset. It decreases from 0.82 ± 0.06 to 0.78 ± 0.06, which is within the
error bars.
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Figure G.1. (A) TR-SHG data for the C60 /P3HT sample measured for vary-

ing excitation powers between 10 µJ/cm2 and 80 µJ/cm2 . (B) The measured
SHG signal amplitude changes (markers) are corrected to account for the fraction of the signal originating from both a pump- and a probe-induced excitation of the acceptor (open circles). Fortunately, the CT yield ∆ICT /∆I0 is
unaected by the correction within the error bars (dark to light blue).
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